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Energy and environmental problems have raised great con-
cerns in recent decades. On one hand, people have an
increasing demand on energy for which the consumption
causes many environmental problems. On the other hand,
clean energy is significantly increasing, but the consumption
of fossil energy is still abundant. To date, beside conventional
energy including fossil energy, hydroelectric power, andwind
energy, scientists have developed several technologies to
generate energy by converting solar energy into electricity or
heat, by converting heat energy to electricity, or by converting
mechanical energy to electricity. Indeed, generation of energy
is only one of many issues for energy engineering. Now we
have three big challenges in the area of new energy: genera-
tion, transport, and storage of energy. A demonstration that
energy can be generated, transported, and stored by applying
new materials and nanostructures is of great importance in
both scientific research and practical applications.

As Guest Editors, we have successfully organized two
special issues titled Self-Assembly of 1D Semiconductor Nanos-
tructures and Metal Oxide Heterostructures for Water Purifi-
cation in the past two years. Now it is our pleasure to finish
the third special issue which is presented herein. This special
issue covers all topics related to semiconductor materials
and nanostructures for the generation, transport, and storage
of energy, such as solar cells, supercapacitors, and lithium
ion batteries. This special issue consists of one review paper
and ten research papers that are contributed from Chinese
scientists.

The review article by Xu et al. summarized the syn-
theses of phase-pure SnO

2
hierarchical structures with dif-

ferent morphologies such as nanorods, nanosheets, and
nanospheres, as well as their modifications by doping and
compositing with other materials. They reviewed the design
of SnO

2
-based nanostructures with improved performance

in the areas of lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors. The
article by X. Ji et al. reported the growth of carbon-coated
Zn
2
SnO
4
materials by a facile hydrothermal method using

the Zn
2
SnO
4
octahedron as the precursor and glucose as

carbon source and studied their electrochemical properties,
revealing that carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
exhibits high rate

capability and long cycle life compared with bare Zn
2
SnO
4
,

indicating its promising application as anode for lithium-
ion batteries. Q. Sun and his coworkers reported a portable
cross-linked ZnO nanowalls/bamboo composites catalyst.
Comparedwith those powder photocatalysts, the as-prepared
photocatalyst was very easily separated from the dye aqueous
solution and cyclically used.

The work from X. Wu studied the optical and magnetic
properties of diluted magnetic semiconductors Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O

nanoparticles with different doping consistency. Photolumi-
nescence spectra exhibited a slight blue shift and the UV
emission is annihilated with the increase of Fe3+ concen-
tration. The obvious ferromagnetic properties are found for
all doped samples at room temperature, and the saturation
magnetization is enhanced with the increase of iron doping
content. X. Ji et al. designed a new CuO film on Ti substrate
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(CuO/Ti) electrode by effectively taking advantage of the
conductivity and biocompatibility of the substrate. Then
they investigated the application of this new electrode for
glucose determination, demonstrating that the fabricated
glucose biosensor exhibited a high sensitivity, fast response,
an appropriate linear range, and good stability. The good
analytical performance, low cost, and one-step preparation
method make this electrode material promising for the
development of a nonenzymatic glucose sensor. Wang et al.
studied the nanorod based LEDs, and the light output of
dipole power in the planar LED, the nanorod LED, and the
LSP assisted LEDwere also studied by two-dimensional finite
difference time domain method.

P. Yan et al. reported the synthesis of hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures via a hydrothermal method followed
by a subsequent thermal annealing process. They studied
electrochemical properties of as-synthesized hierarchical
CoO nano/microstructures, revealing a high initial capacity
of about 1370mAh/g and superior cycle stability. Good rate
capability is also obtained in CoO nano/microstructures as
anode materials for LIBs.

The paper by Wang studied the electronic structures and
optical properties of Sn

15
FeO
32

with electron-injection by
means of the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave
method (FP-LAPW). Their results showed that Fe-doped
SnO
2
materials are all direct transition semiconductors. The

Fermi level goes into conduction band gradually and the
band gap decreases with the increase of electron injection.
The peaks of optical properties, such as the imaginary part
of dielectric function and absorption spectra, change greatly
at low energy. The absorption spectra exhibit blue shift, and
the optical absorption edge increases, which are consistent
with the change of the band gaps. C. Jin et al. reported
the bamboo with multifunction of superhydrophobicity, UV-
resistance, and fire-resistance fabricated by coating with
ZnO nanosheet networks via a hydrothermal method and
subsequent modification with FAS-17.

Li and Lu’s work studied in situ preparation of anatase
titania (TiO

2
) homogeneously dispersed in cellulose aerogels

substrates.Theobtained anatase titania/cellulose (ATC) aero-
gels showed interconnected three-dimensional architecture
surrounded by numerous anatase TiO

2
particles aggregates.

Compared with commercially available Degussa P
25
, ATC

aerogels displayedmore excellent photocatalytic activities for
Rhodamine B and methyl orange degradations under UV
radiation. Finally, Yong et al. synthesized novel graphitic
carbonnitride/KTaO

3
(g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3
) nanocomposite pho-

tocatalysts by a facile and simple ultrasonic dispersion
method. Compared to either g-C

3
N
4
or KTaO

3
, the compos-

ite photocatalysts show significantly increased photocatalytic
activity for degradation of Rhodamine B (RhB) under visible
light irradiation. They thought the increased photocatalytic
performance of the composite could be attributed to the
enhanced photogenerated charge carrier separation capacity.

We sincerely hope that the special issue can provide a
valuable reference to the current development and future
research of energy storage and conversion. Finally, we
also hope that the collection of these articles will inspire
researchers and stimulate new ideas in relative research field.
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By means of the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method (FP-LAPW), the electronic structures and optical
properties of Sn

15
FeO
32
with electron-injection are studied.The results show that Fe-doped SnO

2
materials are all direct transition

semiconductors. The Fermi level goes into conduction band gradually and the band gap decreases with the increase of electron
injection. The peaks of optical properties, such as the imaginary part of dielectric function and absorption spectra, change greatly
at low energy. The absorption spectra exhibit blue shift, and the optical absorption edge increases, which are consistent with the
change of the band gaps.

1. Introduction

The diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) have attracted
a lot of experimental and theoretical attention [1–4] because
their spin and charges can be manipulated, which will hereby
induce many interestingly magnetic and magnetooptic char-
acteristics. Though the magnetic and electronic properties in
some typical DMS systems, such as SnO

2
, ZnO, and GaN,

have been investigated extensively, many challenges to realize
DMS materials for practical applications [5–7] still exist.

As a wide band-gap semiconductor, doped SnO
2
play a

promising role in short-wavelength LED, gas sensor, and laser
diode due to its large band gap (3.6 eV) and high exciton
binding energy (130meV) at the room temperature [8–10].
The electronic structures, magnetic, and optical properties
of transition metal (Co, Cr, Mo, Eu, etc.) doped SnO

2
bulk

semiconductorsmaterials have been researched in theory and
experiment [11–13]. As the important one of the family, the
structures and optical properties of Fe-doped SnO

2
have also

caused much attention [14–16]. Adhikari et al. [17] fabricated
Fe-doped SnO

2
nanoparticleswith a chemical coprecipitation

method and studied their structures and magnetism. Kim et
al. [18] studied the structure, magnetic and optical properties,
and Hall effects of Co- and Fe-doped SnO

2
. When Fe

doped SnO
2
, for charge balance, Fe ions must have the ionic

valence of Fe4+ without introducing any defects [19]. But Fe
ions do not have 4+ oxidation state; hence, the holes are
created. So the electronic injection is necessary to obtain
the better performance of SnO

2
. It is well known that the

injection of electrons into semiconductors is indispensable
to realize spin-related devices, such as spin transistors [20].
The bleach in the absorption spectra by using size-dependent
electron injection from excited CdSe quantum dots into TiO

2

nanoparticles is observed. It can be theoretically predicted
using the first principles calculation, even if there are many
difficulties such as the room temperature and external mag-
netic field in experiment [21, 22]. In this work, first-principles
spin polarized calculations were used to explore the electron
injection into Fe-doped SnO

2
, and its optical and magnetic

properties were studied in order to understand the transition
mechanism.

2. Computational Details

The first-principle calculations are performed using FP-
LAPW as implemented in WIEN2k code [23, 24]. The
exchange and correlation effects are treated with the general-
ized gradient approximations (GGA) [25, 26].The parameter
of 𝑅mt𝐾max is chosen to be seven (𝑅mt is the smallest muffin-
tin radius in the unit cell and𝐾max is the cut-off for the plane
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Figure 1: (Color online) The total DOS of the Sn
15
FeO
32
supercell. The blue lines represent total DOS and the red lines represent Fe total

DOS, respectively. (a) 𝑥 = 0, (b) 𝑥 = 0.3, (c) 𝑥 = 1.0, and (d) 𝑥 = 1.5.

wave). The cut-off energy required in the calculations of the
solid state is 0.0001Ry. For k-space integration, a grid of 4
× 3 × 3k points in the first Brillouin zone is used. Atomic
sphere radii of Sn, O, and Fe atoms are set to be 2.0, 1.8, and
2.0 a.u, respectively. The lattice parameters of SnO

2
crystals

are consistent with the experimental values, which are 𝑎 = 𝑏
= 0.4737 nm, 𝑐 = 0.3186 nm, and 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝛾 = 90∘ [27].

All calculation models are constructed with 2 × 2 × 2
supercell of SnO

2
, which contains 16 Sn atoms and 32 O

atoms. In current work, only substitutional doping of Fe
with Sn atoms is considered. Then, electron injection into
Sn
15
FeO
32
is taken with electron concentrations of 𝑥 = 0, 0.3,

0.5, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5, respectively, and 𝑥 is electron injection
concentrations.The valence states for Sn, O, are Fe are 5s25p2,
2s22p4, and 3d64s2, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electronic Structure

3.1.1. Density of States (DOS). The calculated total DOS of
the Sn

15
FeO
32

supercell is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen
that Fe substitutions into SnO

2
DMS induce exchange-split

impurity states in the band gap, and the size of impurity
states increases with the increase of injected electrons. When
the concentration of injected electrons is less than 1.0, the
material shows a half-metallic behavior with the majority

spin being semiconducting and the minority spin being
metallic with sufficient unfilled states above the Fermi level.
The 100% spin polarization carriers suggest that electron-
injected Fe-doped SnO

2
can be used for spin injection where

highly polarized spin current is desired. With the increase
of the injected electrons, the conduction band moves to
valence band gradually. Besides that, the DOS near the Fermi
level reverses when the injected electron is 1.0. When the
concentration of injected electrons is large than 1.0, the
material shows a metallic behavior with both the majority
spin and minority spin across the Fermi level.

The total and partial DOS of Sn
15
FeO
32

supercell with
electron-injection concentration 𝑥 = 0 and 1.0 are presented
in Figure 2, respectively. The coupling effect of Fe d, O p,
and Sn p states can be found after Fe doping from Figure 2.
The impurity states in the band gap are mostly composed
of Fe 3d state hybridized with the O 2p states. The DOS
(Figure 2(b)) indicates that the exchange-split Fe 3d states
strongly hybridize with the O 2p states at the top of the
valence band, which is partly spin-polarized.When electron-
injection concentration is 1.0, the partial DOS of Fe atom is
greatly changed, especially in the Fermi level. The lowermost
valence bands largely derive from Fe 3d, O 2p, and Sn 5p state
when the band ranges from −6.0 to −3.5 eV. The O 2p state
and Fe 3d state are formed when the bands are between −3.5
and −0.7 eV.The states derive from Fe 3d when the bands are
between −0.7 and 0.3 eV. However, the states derive from Fe
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Figure 2: (Color online) Total DOS plots and partial DOS plots of the Sn
15
FeO
32
supercell with electron-injection (1) 𝑥 = 0 and (2) 𝑥 = 1.0.

3d andO 2pwhen electron-injection concentration is 1.0, and
Fe 3d turns to down from spin up, indicating that particles
reverse has happened. When the bands are in the range from
0.3 to 2.6 eV, the states mainly derive from Fe 3d. When the
bands locate in the range from 2.6 to 6.0 eV, the states mainly
derive from Sn 5p.

3.1.2. Band Structure. Theband structure of Sn
15
FeO
32
super-

cell is shown in Figure 3, when 𝑥 = 0.5. At the Fermi level,
occupied and not occupied electrons exist when spin down
and up, respectively. Figure 4 shows the band structures of
spin-up Sn

15
FeO
32
with the concentration of inject electrons

to be 1.0 and 1.5. Furthermore the band gaps becomenarrower
and narrower until zero with the increase of the injected
electrons, indicating the excellent conductivity. Each band

structure displays a direct band gap at the highly symmetric
G point as well as in pure SnO

2
, as shown in [28].

3.2. Optical Properties. It is well known that the interaction
of a photon with the electrons can be described according to
time-dependent perturbations of the ground-state electronic
states, and the optical transitions between occupied and
unoccupied states are caused by the electric field of the
photon. More importantly, solid dielectric function reflects
the information between energy band structure and optical
spectral lines and can characterize the physical properties of
materials. The formula of dielectric function is defined by

𝜀 (𝜔) = 𝜀
1
(𝜔) + 𝑖𝜀

2
(𝜔) , (1)

where 𝜀
1
(𝜔) is the real part of the function, while 𝜀

2
(𝜔) is the

imaginary part.
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Figure 3: Band structures for supercell: Sn
15
FeO
32
. (a) 𝑥 = 0.5 when spin up and (b) 𝑥 = 0.5 when spin down.
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Figure 4: Band structures for supercell: Sn
15
FeO
32
. (a) 𝑥 = 1.0 and (b) 𝑥 = 1.5.

The real part 𝜀
1
(𝜔) of the dielectric function can be

evaluated from the imaginary part 𝜀
2
(𝜔) by the Kramer-

Kronig relationship, while the imaginary part 𝜀
2
(𝜔) has the

following expression [29]:

𝜀
2
(𝜔) =
4𝜋
2

𝑚2𝜔2
∑

𝑉,𝐶

∫
𝐵𝑍

𝑑
3
𝑘
2

2𝜋

𝑒 ⋅ 𝑀𝑐V (𝐾)


2

× 𝛿 [𝐸
𝐶
(𝑘) − 𝐸

𝑉
(𝑘) − ℎ𝜔] .

(2)
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Figure 5: The imaginary part of dielectric function 𝜀
2
(𝜔) of

Sn
15
FeO
32
with electron-injection.

Among this, ℎ = ℎ/2𝜋, 𝑚 is the mass of free electrons, 𝑒 is
the charge of free electrons, 𝜔 is the frequency of incident
photons, 𝐶 represents the conduction band, 𝑉 represents
valence band, BZ represents the first Brillouin Zone, and 𝐾
is the reciprocal vector.

Figure 5 shows the imaginary spectra of optical dielectric
function 𝜀

2
(𝜔), with the number of ions of 0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.2,

and 1.5. There are three main dielectric peaks ranging from
7.0 to 14.0 eV. The first peak at about 7.1 eV should mainly be
caused by the transition between O 2p state in the highest
valence band and Sn 5s in the lowest conduction band. The
second peak located at about 9.8 eV mainly derives from
the transition from O 2p to Sn 5p state, which is reflected
by the DOS. The peak at 14.0 eV can be attributed to the
combination of the transition between O 2s and Sn 5s and
that between Fe 3d and Sn 5p. At the same time, there are
some unapparent folded peaks, and they could be attributed
to multilevels direct or indirect transition. From 0 to 5.0 eV,
the peaks changed greatly, which are in consistency with the
DOS in Figure 1.

Figure 6 shows the absorption spectra with the number
of ions of 0, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.2, and 1.5. In the imaginary spectra
of optical dielectric function, three main dielectric peaks
exist ranging from 7.2 to 12.0 eV, which have no significant
differences between various electron-injections, and are in
consistency with the dielectric function in Figure 6. As the
electron concentrations increase, the overall curves move to
the high energy, that is the blue-shift. From 0 to 5.0 eV, the
peaks changed greatly, the results are consistent with the Ref
30 of Fe-doped TiO

2
. The spectra become smooth gradually,

and the float/drift of the intensities is not apparent, indicating
that such optical and electronic devices can work relatively
stable.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the band structure, the total and partial
DOS, and the optical properties of Sn

15
FeO
32

with electron
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Figure 6: Absorption spectra of Sn
15
FeO
32
with electron-injection.

injection have been investigated by the FP-LAPW method.
With the increase of the injected electrons, the conduction
band moves to valence band gradually. The SnO

2
material

shows half-metallic properties when the injected electron
is less than 1.0. There exists strong coupling interaction
between Fe atom and O atom. For the optical properties
(the imaginary part of dielectric function, absorption, and
reflection), we found that the peaks changed greatly at low
energy, the blue shift occurred, and the optical absorption
edge increased.
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Tin dioxide (SnO
2
) is an important n-type wide-bandgap semiconductor, and SnO

2
-based nanostructures are presenting

themselves as one of the most important classes due to their various tunable physicochemical properties. In this paper, we firstly
outline the syntheses of phase-pure SnO

2
hierarchical structures with different morphologies such as nanorods, nanosheets, and

nanospheres, as well as their modifications by doping and compositing with other materials.Then, we reviewed the design of SnO
2
-

based nanostructures with improved performance in the areas of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and supercapacitors.

1. Introduction

As one of the most important classes of materials, metal
oxide semiconductor nanomaterials present themselves in
various areas of science and technology, due to their shape-
and size-dependent physical and chemical properties [1, 2].
Among variousmetal oxide nanomaterials, SnO

2
has become

the foremost one, because of its wide applications in lithium
batteries [3–6], supercapacitors [7–10], gas sensors [11, 12],
and catalysis [13, 14]. Recently, reports on the applications of
SnO
2
nanostructures mainly depend on their morphologies

and structural features. Thus, considerable efforts have been
devoted to synthesizing SnO

2
nanostructures with different

morphologies, such as nanorods [15–17], nanowires [18–20],
nanotubes [11], nanosheets [2, 21], and 3D nanospheres self-
assembled from these low-dimensional nanostructures via
interactions such as van der Waals forces, hydrogen, and
covalent bonding [3, 22–24].

Various methods have been adopted for the preparation
of nanoscaled SnO

2
nanostructures, such as hydrothermal

route and template method. However, because the perfor-
mance enhancement to meet the increasing requirements is
still to be a challenge, thenmany researchers have established
various ways to improve the performance of SnO

2
-based

materials, including doping [25, 26], synthesis of stannate
nanomaterials [27], and constructing the heterojunctions

[28]. In this respect, development of suitable synthetic strate-
gies has become crucial to achieve the desired properties.

In this review, we outline the synthetic strategies of
phase-pure SnO

2
hierarchical structures and the approaches

to enhance the performance. The applications of hierar-
chical SnO

2
-based nanostructures in lithium-ion batteries

and supercapacitors are also reviewed. By focusing on the
hierarchical SnO

2
-based nanostructures, we hope to provide

a better understanding on their physicochemical properties
and the design principles when used in energy conversion
and energy storage and further explore the new possibilities
to advance the future research.

2. SnO2-Based Nanomaterials

2.1. Phase-Pure SnO
2
Nanostructures. Many researchers have

devoted their efforts to manipulate the structures and mor-
phologies of SnO

2
in order to improve the performances and

widen their applications. Two kinds of synthesis strategies
have generally been explored as follows.

(1) Hydrothermal Method. Hydrothermal method has been
paid much attention, due to its simplicity, low cost, high
efficiency, and convenient manipulation combined with flex-
ible control over the sizes and morphologies of the resulting
nanostructures [9, 11, 17, 23, 24], in which aqueous solution
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: (a)-(b) FESEM images, (c) low-magnification TEM image, and (d) high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the prepared
hierarchical SnO

2
nanostructures. Inset in d exhibits the typical corresponding SAED pattern adapted from [2] with permission.

is used as the reaction medium, to create a high temperature
and high pressure reaction environment by heating the reac-
tion vessel to a certain temperature. In 2004, Cheng et al. [16]
synthesized single-crystalline SnO

2
nanorods with diameter

of about 5 nm and length of about 20 nm. Furthermore,
many researchers developed the method and synthesized
different SnO

2
architectures by adjusting the precursors and

experimental conditions [2, 11, 17]. For example, SnO
2
hollow

microspheres composed of SnO
2
nanoparticles have been

synthesized [29]. Recently, Liu et al. [2] developed a facile
approach to fabricate hierarchical SnO

2
nanosheets, using

SnCl
2
⋅2H
2
O as tin source and sodium citrate as control-

ling agents. The ultrathin nanosheets with a thickness of
about 20 nm are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), which
corresponds to the TEM image of Figure 1(c). The HRTEM
image (Figure 1(d)) exhibits the well-defined lattice fringes
combined with the SAED pattern. Their growth mechanism
is generally summarized in Figure 2 [2, 30]. First of all, SnO

2

nanocrystals were formed due to the hydrolysis of SnCl
2
,

whereas in the second step, the grown small SnO
2
nanoparti-

cles are further assembledwith each other to formnanosheets
because of the “oriented attachment” growth process. Subse-
quently, the fast oriental attachment of the SnO

2
nanoparti-

cles results in the formation of SnO
2
nanosheets. Moreover,

the new formed particles would spontaneously “land” on the
as-formed sheets and further grow to another sheet, which
led to the formation of flower-like SnO

2
architectures.

(2) Template Method. Template-based methods offer many
advantages, including simplicity, low cost, and narrow size

distribution [11]. However, there are some limitations. For
example, the post treatment process of the templates always
damages the nanoarchitectures, and it is difficult to remove
the template and limit the ability to produce large-scaled
nanomaterials. Generally, templates such as silica nanorods
[31], MoO

3
nanorods [32], and carbon nanotubes [33] can

be removed through calcination at high temperature (e.g., to
remove carbon or polystyrene spheres), or chemical dissolu-
tion (e.g., use of hydrofluoric acid to remove silica templates),
which may result in collapse of some fraction of the hollow
structures [34, 35].Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop
new strategies for synthesizing hollow SnO

2
nanostructures.

Zhang et al. [11] developed a reactive-template method to
fabricate porous SnO

2
nanotubes using MnO

2
nanorods as

the sacrificial template. The overall synthesis procedure is
illustrated in Figure 3, which is based on the redox chemistry
between reductive Sn2+ and oxidative MnO

2
in an acidic

environment. Chemical reactions for the formation of SnO
2

nanotubes included in a basic aqueous solution are shown in
(1)–(3):

MnO
2
+ 4H+ + 2e−1 → Mn2+ + 2H

2
O (1)

Sn4+ + 2e−1 → Sn2+ (2)

MnO
2
+ Sn2+ + 2H

2
O → Mn2+ + Sn(OH)

4
. (3)

When the MnO
2
nanorods are completely dissolved

because of reduction, then the Sn(OH)
4
nanotubes with a

hollow interior are eventually formed. Finally, porous SnO
2
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Figure 3: Synthesis process for SnO
2
nanotubes via a reactive-template strategy adapted from [11] with permission.

nanotubes were obtained by annealing the product at 500∘C
for 2 h ((4)-(5)):

Sn(OH)
4
→ SnO

2
⋅ 𝑥H
2
O + (2 − 𝑥)H

2
O (4)

SnO
2
⋅ 𝑥H
2
O → SnO

2
+ 2H
2
O (5)

The morphologies of the MnO
2
nanorods and the as-

prepared SnO
2
nanotubes (Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c))

exhibit their 1D structure. The SnO
2
nanotubes show a

rough surface because the tube walls are composed of many
nanoparticles with a size in the range of 5–15 nm (Figures
4(d) and 4(e)). The hollow porous structure of the nanotubes
is also visible, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figures
4(d) and 4(e).The pore-size distribution (inset of Figure 4(f))
calculated using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method
for both the adsorption and desorption branches of the
isotherm indicates that most of the pores have a diameter
in the range of 2–6 nm. Such porous structure leads to
a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface area of
66.1m2/g.

Wang et al. [36] fabricated SnO
2
nanorods that consisted

of SnO
2
hollow microspheres via the soft template relying on

the use of (CH
2
)
6
N
4
and demonstrated that it is a nontoxic,

water-soluble method to prepare the hollow structure under
the hydrothermal treatment.

(3) Other Synthesis Methods. Besides the above-mentioned
methods, there are many other approaches for the fabrication
of SnO

2
-based nanostructures. Spray pyrolysis is a process

for preparing particles or films by forming droplets from a
precursor solution and then evaporating and decomposing

them in a reactor. This process has proven to be quite useful
for the preparation of various nanostructure and composite
particles, as is shown in Figure 5, with many reports onto
the effect of the main variables on particle formation [37].
Hong et al. [38] prepared Pd-loaded double-shelled SnO

2

yolk-shell spheres by one-step spray pyrolysis. Patil et al.
[39] synthesized high-purity nanostructured SnO

2
powders

through spray pyrolysis. Ju et al. [40] reported the use of spray
pyrolysis to produce SnO

2
powders with uniform morphol-

ogy and narrow size distribution. In addition, others method
are also used to synthesize SnO

2
-based nanostructures. Yan

et al. [41] synthesized the hierarchical SnO
2
hollow spheres

by two layers of tetragonal prism nanorod arrays, formed
on the surface of self-generated NO bubbles in the aqueous
solution. This method is promising in the design of the
hollow structures without further heat treatment. Dai et al.
[18] synthesized SnO

2
nanowires, sandwiched nanoribbons,

and nanotubes by high temperature thermal oxide method.
Chen et al. [15] reported that SnO

2
nanorod arrays were

synthesized in a ternary solvent system comprising acetic
acid, ethanol, and water using SnCl

4
as the Sn source and

NaBr as the additive. The growth of SnO
2
crystals was

carefully controlled in the mixed solvents, leading to the
exclusively heterogeneous nucleation on a substrate and
finally the mesocrystalline nanorod arrays were obtained.
Most of the above methods are illustrated in Table 1.

2.2. Doped Hierarchical SnO
2
Nanostructures. Doping of

oxide nanomaterials is a general approach to tailor their
electrical and optical properties. Thus, many efforts have
been carried out to improve the performance of the materials
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Figure 4: SEM images of (a) MnO
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2
adsorption-

desorption isotherm with the BJH pore-size distribution in the inset, adapted from [11] with permission.
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Table 1: Summary of various methods for SnO2-based nanostructure synthesis.

Structure type Method Matrix Growth reagent Growth condition Reference

SnO2 nanosheets
Hydrothermal

method In solution
SnCl2⋅2H2O,

C6H5Na3O⋅2H2O
ethanol, water

Autoclave 180∘C, 8 h [2]

3D SnO2 nanoflowers
Hydrothermal

method Ti foil SnCl4⋅5H2O, NaOH,
water

Autoclave 200∘C
(2, 4, 8, 16 h) [9]

Zn-doped SnO2 nanorods
Hydrothermal

method In solution SnCl4⋅5H2O, ZnCl2,
NaOH, ethanol, water Autoclave 200∘C, 24 h [14]

Single-crystalline SnO2
nanorods

Hydrothermal
method In solution SnCl4⋅5H2O, alcohol,

water Autoclave 150∘C, 24 h [16]

SnO2 hollow microspheres Hydrothermal
method In solution SnCl4⋅5H2O,

carbamide, water Autoclave 160∘C, 16 h [29]

Porous SnO2 nanotubes Template method In solution MnSO4⋅H2O,
SnCl2⋅2H2O, HCL Autoclave 160∘C, 12 h [11]

SnO2 hollow microspheres Template method In solution SnCl2, H2O2, NaOH,
(CH
2
)
6
N4

Autoclave 200∘C, 30 h [36]

Pd-Loaded SnO2 Yolk-Shell
nanostructures Spray pyrolysis Spray solution

C2O4Sn,
Pd(NO

3
)
2
⋅𝑥H2O,

C12H22O11, HNO3

Air flow rate
10 Lmin−1, 1000∘C [38]

SnO2 nanoparticles Spray pyrolysis Spray solution SnCl4⋅5H2O
Air flow rate 17 kg/m2,

673 K and 1073K [39]

SnO2 powders Spray pyrolysis Spray solution SnCl4⋅5H2O, citric
acid, ethylene glycols

Gas flow rate
40 L/min, 900∘C [40]

Tin Oxide nanowires,
nanoribbons, and
nanotubes

High temperature
thermal oxide

method
Gas

Sn foil + SnO-
layered

N2 flow gas

Lindberg blue tube
furnace configuration

1050–1150∘C
[18]

Figure 5: Various nanostructure and composite particles prepared
by spray pyrolysis adapted from [37] with permission.

by doping other elements. For example, Yin and Guo [42]
prepared Fe-doped SnO

2
gas sensor for CO detection, and

the response value of the compositematerial to 2000 ppmCO
was raised 13 times than that of pure SnO

2
. Turgut et al. [43]

synthesized Mo/F double doped SnO
2
films and obtained

the best electrical and optical properties. In relation to SnO
2

nanostructures, doping with element Zn has been paid more
attention by several groups [14, 44–46]. As previous reports

[2, 44], Sn(IV) would form Sn(OH)
6

2− ions in highly alkaline
solution and then undergo decomposition to obtain SnO

2

nuclei. After introduction of Zn2+ into the reaction mixture,
different morphologies of Zn-doped SnO

2
nanostructures

can be formed. Jia et al. [44] synthesized Zn-doped SnO
2

hierarchical architectures assembled by nanocones via a
solvothermal approach. Li et al. [47] reported that Zn-doped
SnO
2
nanostructures are composed of dense SnO

2
nanowires

with growth orientation along the (101) direction. Huang
et al. [14] modified the morphologies and properties of the
flower-like single-crystalline SnO

2
nanorods by Zn doping

in a facile hydrothermal synthesis route without any complex
or toxic organic reagents. After Zn doping, the morphology
changed from nanorods with a constant diameter (Figures
6(a) and 6(b)) to needle-like nanorods (Figures 6(c) and
6(d)). The needle-like nanorods are of smooth surfaces and
rectangular cross section with a diameter of 30–50 nm and a
length up to several hundred nanometers. The lattice spacing
of crystallographic planes marked in the image (Figure 6(f))
has been measured to be 0.35 nm and 0.27 nm, respectively,
corresponding to the (110) and (101) planes of rutile SnO

2
. In

addition, doping of other elements, such as Co and Fe, was
also synthesized by a chemical route using polyvinyl alcohol
as surfactant [23]. Moreover, Wang et al. [48] have reported
the synthesis of hierarchical SnO

2
nanoflowers using NaF as

the morphology-controlling agent and SnCl
2
⋅2H
2
O as the tin

source. This resulted in the simultaneous Sn2+ self-doping
of SnO

2
nanostructures and led to the formation of tunable
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: SEM and TEM images of pure SnO
2
nanorods and Zn-doped SnO

2
nanorods. ((a), (b)) SEM image of pure SnO

2
nanorods, ((c),

(d)) SEM image of Zn-doped SnO
2
nanorods, (e) TEM image, and (f) HRTEM image of a typical nanorod. Inset in (f) is the fast Fourier

transform (FFT) of the HRTEM image adapted from [14] with permission.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: SEM images of WO
3
-SnO
2
HNS nanocomposites with different added amounts of Na

2
SnO
3
. (a) 0.2mmol, (b) 0.5mmol, and (c)

1mmol adapted from [52] with permission.

oxygen vacancies bandgap states and the corresponding shift-
ing in the semiconductor Fermi levels and further extended
absorption in the visible spectral range.

2.3. SnO
2
-BasedNanocomposites. Recently,many researchers

have reported the fabrication of sensitized semiconductor
by noble metal particles or the formation of semiconductor
heterojunction, in which the performance can be greatly
improved. Chung et al. [49] synthesized Au@ZnO core-
shell structure for gaseous formaldehyde sensing at room
temperature. The sensor response of the Au@ZnO core-
shell structure was enhanced to 10.57 from 1.91 of the pure
ZnO. Ju et al. [28] prepared NiO/ZnO PN heterojunction
TEA gas sensor and the response is much higher than that
of pure ZnO nanosheet sensor and other reported oxide
chemiresistive gas sensors. Herein, SnO

2
-based nanocom-

posites have been actively pursued in order to improve their
performance in gas sensors [50, 51], dye-sensitized solar cells
[47], and so on. Li et al. [51] prepared the composites of SnO

2

nanocrystal/graphene-nanosheets on the basis of the reduc-
tion of graphene oxide (GO) by Sn2+ ion. The morphologies
of SnO

2
/graphene-nanosheets composites were changedwith

different ratios of Sn2+ and GO. Li et al. [52] synthesized
WO
3
-SnO
2
hollow nanospheres by hydrothermal process

with a diameter and thickness of about 550 nm and 30 nm,
respectively.The influence of the Na

2
SnO
3
concentrations on

the morphologies of nanocomposites was investigated due to
its alkaline nature Na

2
SnO
3
whichmay control the hydrolysis

degree of Na
2
WO
4
, as shown in Figure 7. When the reaction

was carried out with 0.2mmol Na
2
SnO
3
, a small number of

nanospheres coexisted with irregular aggregates of nanopar-
ticles (Figure 7(a)). As the amount of Na

2
SnO
3
was increased

to 0.5mmol, the obtained product consisted of large
nanospheres (Figure 7(b)). However, particles aggregated
without an orderly shape were collected when the amount of
Na
2
SnO
3
increased to 1mmol, as shown in Figure 7(c).

Besides, the composites of SnO
2
nanostructures with

other materials such as Fe
2
O
3
, CuO, and ZnO have also

been reported. Liu et al. [53] demonstrated the growth of
Fe
2
O
3
@SnO

2
nanoparticle decorated graphene flexible films.

Choi et al. [54] preparedCuO-loaded SnO
2
hollow spheres by

ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. Moreover, ZnO-SnO
2
nanocom-

posites have been also investigated in some reports [55, 56].

2.4. Stannate Nanomaterials. Stannate nanomaterials like
ZnSnO

3
[57, 58], Zn

2
SnO
4
[59, 60], and CdSnO

3
[61] have

also attracted much more attention for higher reversible
capacities, low cost, easy preparation, and especially various
morphologies [58–61]. Wang et al. [61] synthesized highly
porous CdSnO

3
nanoparticles using citric acid (Figure 8) and

applied it as an anodematerial for rechargeable LIBs. It can be
seen that there was a sharp contrast between the bright cav-
ities and dark edges, which further confirmed the formation
of the porous structure (Figures 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c)). For the
CdSnO

3
nanoparticles, the HRTEM images showed lattice

fringes spacing of ca. 0.1996 nm, corresponding to the (024)
planes of rhombohedral-phase CdSnO

3
(Figure 8(d)).

Zn
2
SnO
4
have also drawn much attention as anode

materials [27]. Zhao et al. [62] fabricated monodispersed
hollow Zn

2
SnO
4
boxes by the simple coprecipitation and

alkali etching way. The hollow boxes exhibit an electro-
chemical performance with high capacity and good cycling
stability than the solid cubes and those reported. Wang et
al. [60] prepared flower-like Zn

2
SnO
4
composites through

a green hydrothermal synthesis, in which the flower-like
Zn
2
SnO
4
structures are composed of several 1D Zn

2
SnO
4

nanorods. These structures generally consist of several sharp
tips branching out in three dimensions with large surface
area. Duan et al. [58] fabricated amorphous ZnSnO

3
hollow

nanoboxes for the first time in a large scale by a facile alkaline
solution etching method.

3. Applications of SnO2-Based Nanomaterials

3.1. Lithium-Ion Batteries. In order to address both energy
and power demands, there is an urgent need to develop
clean energy sources systems. Herein, LIBs have attracted
widespread attention because of their high energy density,
high power, smooth discharge, and light weight as well as
being environment friendly [63]. The electrode’s material
is one of the key components for perfecting LIBs. It plays
a crucial role in establishing the overall properties of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: SEM and TEM images of CdSnO
3
: (a) an SEM image, (b) low-magnification and (c) high-magnification TEM images, and (d)

HRTEM image, adapted from [61] with permission.

MWCNTs

K/Na, 1,2-dimethoxyethane 

r.t., 3d 

GNRs

Ultrasonication in air
GNRs

SnO2SnCl2, 2-pyrrolidinone

Figure 9: Scheme for the synthesis of the GNRs/SnO
2
composite, adapted from [78] with permission.

battery. SnO
2
has been demonstrated to be one of the most

promising anode materials for high performance LIBs [33,
64–66], due to its high theoretical specific storage capacity

(782mAh/g), compared with the commercially used graphite
(372mAh/g) [67, 68]. The mechanism of LIBs for SnO

2
is

based on the alloying/dealloying processes, which are the
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Figure 10:The electrochemical performance of the GNRs/SnO
2
composite electrodes.The specific capacities are calculated based on the total

mass of the GNRs/SnO
2
composite in the anode electrodes: (a) CV curves of the first, second, and third cycles of the composite electrodes at

a scan rate of 0.5mV/s over the voltage range of 0.01∼2.5 V. (b)The first, second, and 30th charge/discharge curves of the composite electrode
at a rate of 100mA/g. (c) Comparison of capacity retention and Coulombic efficiency of GNRs and the GNRs/SnO

2
composite at a rate of

100mA/g. (d) Rate capability of the composite electrodes with various current densities adapted from [78] with permission.

intrinsic driving force for the electrochemical activity [68,
69]:

SnO
2
+ 4Li+ + 4e−1 → Sn + 2Li

2
O (6)

Sn + 𝜒Li+ + 𝜒e−1 ←→ Li
𝜒
Sn (0 ≤ 𝜒 ≤ 4.4) (7)

However, the lithiation/delithiation process often induces
the large volume expansion and further causes pulverization.
This will lead to severe internal strain, cracking, and blocking
of the electrical contact pathways in the electrodes, which

result in their rapid deterioration and low retention of the
electrical capacity [70, 71]. To overcome the above problems,
many efforts have been carried out to optimize the structures,
compositions, and morphologies of SnO

2
-based materials,

such as 0D nanoparticles [64, 72], 1D nanowires [73], 2D
nanosheets [35], and the doping [74, 75] or composition [76]
with other materials.

Wu et al. [22] reported that hierarchical SnO
2
nanos-

tructures that consist of SnO
2
nanosheets exhibit superior

reversible capacities (discharge capacity of 516mAh/g) and
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cyclic capacity retention (80%) after 50 cycles at a cur-
rent rate of 400mA/g, which is much higher than that of
commercial SnO

2
nanoparticles (286mA/g, 48% retention).

This can be ascribed to its stable porous structure. The
high porosity, short transport paths of SnO

2
nanosheets,

and the interconnections between the individual building
blocks of such hierarchical structures endow those promising
candidates as anode materials for LIBs. Wang et al. [77]
fabricated N-doped G-SnO

2
sandwich papers. The sandwich

structure not only assures solid contact between the SnO
2

particle and the graphene layer, but also facilitates high
electrode conductivity and renders the elastomeric space
needed to accommodate the volume changes of SnO

2
. When

this material is used in LIBs, it exhibits a very large capacity,
high rate capability, and excellent cycling stability. All the
excellent electrochemical performances of this material with
respect to commercial SnO

2
nanoparticles can be attributed

to the structural features that provide a large number of
surface defects induced onto the graphene by N-doping,
excellent electronic conductivity, short transportation length
for both lithium ions and electrons, and enough elastomeric
space to accommodate volume changes upon Li inser-
tion/extraction. Lin et al. [78] synthesized a composite made
from graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and SnO

2
nanoparticles

used as the anode material for LIBs. The synthesis route of
the GNRs/SnO

2
composite is illustrated in Figure 9. First,

the GNRs were obtained using K/Na alloy to unzip the
MWCNTs.Then, SnCl

2
and 2-pyrrolidinone were added into

the GNRs with ultrasonication for reducing Sn2+ to Sn0.
Lastly, the Sn NPs were oxidized overnight using ultrasoni-
cation in air. The CV curves of the initial three cycles show
the reversibility of the composite electrode charge/discharge
process, as shown in Figure 10(a). The composite, as an
anode material for LIBs, exhibits reversible capacities of
over 1520 and 1130mAh/g for the first discharge and charge,
respectively, which is more than the theoretical capacity
of SnO

2
(Figure 10(b)). The reversible capacity retains ∼

825mAh/g at a current density of 100mA/gwith aCoulombic
efficiency of 98% after 50 cycles (Figure 10(c)). Further-
more, the composite shows good power performance with
a reversible capacity of ∼580mAh/g at the current density
of 2 A/g, as shown in Figure 10(d). The high capacity and
good power performance and retention can be attributed to
uniformly distributed SnO

2
NPs along the high-aspect-ratio

GNRs. The GNRs act as conductive additives that buffer the
volume changes of SnO

2
during cycling. This work provides

a starting point for exploring the composites made from
GNRs and other transition metal oxides for lithium storage
applications.

Besides, Yang et al. [79] synthesized SnO
2
/graphene

nanosheet nanocomposite as an anode material for LIBs.The
SnO
2
-In
2
O
3
/GNS nanocomposite exhibits obvious enhance-

ment electrochemical performance in terms of lithium stor-
age capacity (962mAh/g at 60mA/g rate), initial Coulombic
efficiency (57.2%), cycling stability (60.8% capacity reten-
tion after 50 cycles), and rate capability (393.25mAh/g at
600mA/g rate after 25 cycles) compared to SnO

2
/GNS and

pure SnO
2
-In
2
O
3
electrode.

Stainless steel substrate

MnO2

e
−1

e
−1

e
−1

e
−1

e
−1

e
−1

SnO2

Figure 11: Schematic image of the amorphous MnO
2
loaded on the

SnO
2
nanowires grown on the stainless steel substrate. The SnO

2

nanowire provides a direct path for the electrons adapted from [90]
with permission.

3.2. Supercapacitors. Supercapacitors, also called electro-
chemical capacitors, have been known for over than fifty years
and considered as one of the most promising energy storage
devices for a wide range of uninterruptible power supplies
and civilian and military applications in electric vehicles
[80–82]. In contrast to conventional capacitors and LIBs,
supercapacitors possess much higher energy density and also
exhibit higher specific power. Up to now, there are mainly
three kinds of electrode materials for supercapacitors which
are as follow: metal oxides, carbon, and conducting polymers
[83–86]. Due to low cost and environmental compatibility
consideration, metal oxide candidates with good capacitive
values have attracted much attention [87].

SnO
2
-based supercapacitors have been paid significant

attention due to their high electrochemical capacitor (EC)
and chemical stability [88, 89]. Yan et al. [90] synthesized
SnO
2
/MnO

2
composite for the application of supercapacitor

electrodes. The prepared process was shown in Figure 11.
This nanostructure has several advantages: (1) a thin layer
of MnO

2
would enable a fast, reversible faradic reaction and

would provide a short ion diffusion path; (2) SnO
2
nanowires,

with high conductivity, would provide a direct path for the
electrons transport; and (3) SnO

2
nanowires would create

channels for the effective transport of electrolyte. Based
on the above, it exhibited a specific capacitance (based
on MnO

2
) as high as 637 F g−1 at a scan rate of 2mVs−1

(800 F g−1 at a current density of 1 A g−1) in 1M Na
2
SO
4

aqueous solution (Figure 12(a)). Temperature is an important
influence factor on supercapacitor cells. It is valuable to
evaluate the capacitive behavior of SnO

2
/MnO

2
composites

at various temperatures. Figure 12(b) shows the specific
capacitance obtained at different temperatures and scan
rates. It can be seen obviously that the specific capacitance
and rate capability increase with the increase of tempera-
ture. This is attributed to the decrease of effective internal
resistance with increasing temperature. The energy density
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Figure 12: (a) Plotted curve of the variation in the specific capacitance of the SnO
2
/MnO

2
composites as a function of the scan rate. (b)

Specific capacitance obtained at different scan rates at 3, 27, and 55∘C. (c) Curve showing long-term stability as a function of the cycle number
tested by constant current charge/discharge method (current density of 20A g−1), which was carried out continuously at 3 ± 1∘C (ice water
bath) and then at 27∘C (room temperature) and finally at 55 ± 2∘C (water bath). The inset shows the first cycle of charge/discharge curves at
different temperatures at a high current density of 20A g−1 adapted from [90] with permission.

and power density measured at 50A g−1 are 35.4Wh kg−1
and 25 kWkg−1, respectively, demonstrating a good rate
capability. After that, the SnO

2
/MnO

2
composite electrode

shows an excellent long-term cyclic stability (less than 1.2%
decrease of the specific capacitance is observed after 2000CV
cycles), as shown in Figure 12(c). Li et al. [89] fabricated
Fe
3
O
4
@SnO

2
core-shell nanorods. The hybrid nanorod film

displayed well-defined electrochemical features in Na
2
SO
4

aqueous electrolyte, charging/discharging within seconds

and with much higher areal capacitance (7.013mF cm−2 at
0.20mA cm−2) than pristine Fe

3
O
4
nanorod film. In addi-

tion, the PANI/SnO
2
composite electrode exhibited specific

capacitance of 173 F g−1 at a scan rate of 25mV s−1 [8, 91]. Bao
et al. [92] designed Zn

2
SnO
4
/MnO

2
core/shell nanocable-

carbon microfiber hybrid composites for high-performance
supercapacitor electrodes. The hybrid composite exhibited
excellent rate capability with specific energy of 36.8Wh/kg
and specific power of 32 kW/kg at current density of 40A/g,
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respectively, as well as good long-term cycling stability (only
1.2% loss of its initial specific capacitance after 1000 cycles).

Moreover, compared with other materials, graphene has
been used as the electrode of electrochemical supercapacitors
(ESCs), due to its good capacitive performance, superior
conductivity, large surface-to-volume ratio, and suitable pore
size distribution [93]. As we know, carbon and metal oxide
materials are two hotspots as electrode materials for elec-
trochemical supercapacitors (ESCs), in which energy can be
stored due to the formation of an electrical double layer at the
interface of the electrode. If integrating the above two kinds
of materials into the electrodes of ESCs, their capacitive per-
formance will be greatly enhanced because most of the metal
oxide can contribute pseudo-capacitance to the total capac-
itance apart from the double-layer capacitance from carbon
materials [94–96]. Thus, combined SnO

2
with graphene for

the supercapacitors can obviously enhance the performance
of capacitance. Li et al. [51] synthesized SnO

2
/graphene

(SnO
2
/G) nanocomposites by a facile solvent-based synthesis

route based on the oxidation-reduction reaction.The electro-
chemical performance of SnO

2
/graphene showed an excel-

lent specific capacitance of 363.3 F g−1, which was five-fold
higher than that of the as-synthesized graphene (68.4 F g−1).
El-Deen et al. [97] fabricated graphene/SnO

2
nanocomposite

which exhibited high specific capacitance (323 F g−1), excel-
lent cycling stability, very good salt removal efficiency (83%),
and distinct electrosorptive capacity of 1.49mg g−1.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the synthesis of phase-pure
SnO
2
hierarchical structures with different morphologies

including nanoparticles, nanorods, nanosheets, nanosphere,
and the porous and hollow structures. We also reviewed
their modifications by doping and compositing with other
materials and synthesis of stannate nanomaterials. Reaction
parameters such as the chemical state of the tin precursors
(Sn(IV) versus Sn(II) salts), concentration, additives, and
solvents play an important role in adjusting their morpholo-
gies. SnO

2
-based nanostructures, such as anode materials,

demonstrate superior cycle performance of lithium storage
by doping. In the supercapacitors, the prepared SnO

2
-based

nanostructures provide fast ion and electron transfer, which
led to a prominent supercapacitor performance. Therefore,
SnO
2
-based nanostructures with a proper design can possess

advanced physical and chemical properties, which are vital
for a variety of energy and environment applications.

Although significant progress has been made in the
synthesis of SnO

2
-based nanostructures, further efforts are

still required to understand the mechanism of doping and
nanocomposites better, which are still unclear but crucial for
the design of SnO

2
-based nanostructures in enhancement of

their lithium storage, supercapacitors, and energy conversion
performance. After the introduction of components with
different chemical compositions, SnO

2
-based nanomaterials

got wide applications. However, it is still a challenge in the
large-scale synthesis of SnO

2
nanocrystals with more specific

facets exposed. We hope that the present paper will further

expand the applications of SnO
2
-based nanostructures to

meet the environment- and energy-related demands.
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A facile low-temperature hydrothermal method for in situ preparation of anatase titania (TiO
2
) homogeneously dispersed in

cellulose aerogels substrates was described. The formed anatase TiO
2
aggregations composed of a mass of evenly dispersed TiO

2

nanoparticles with sizes of 2−5 nm were embedded in the interconnected three-dimensional (3D) architecture of the cellulose
aerogels matrixes without large-scale reunion phenomenon; meanwhile, the obtained anatase titania/cellulose (ATC) aerogels also
had a high loading amount of TiO

2
(ca. 35.7%). Furthermore, compared with commercially available Degussa P25, ATC aerogels

displayed comparable photocatalytic activities for Rhodamine B andmethyl orange degradations under UV radiation, whichmight
be useful in the fields of catalysts, wastewater treatment, and organic pollutant degradation. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic reaction
behaviors of ATC aerogels under UV irradiation were also illuminated.

1. Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO
2
), one of the most important semi-

conductor materials, has been extensively applied as photo-
catalyst for decontamination of water polluted with organic
pollutants due to its high optical reactivity, chemical and
physical inertness, nontoxicity, and low cost [1–3]. TiO

2
crys-

tals mainly exist in two stable polymorphic forms: anatase
(tetragonal, space group I4

1
/amd) and rutile (tetragonal,

space group P4
2
/mnm) [4]. Generally, it is accepted that

anatase TiO
2
is more efficient as photocatalyst, and rutile

TiO
2
is preferable for blockingUV irradiation, notwithstand-

ing that some catalystswithmixed phases exhibit significantly
higher catalytic activities like Degussa P25 [5, 6].

In fact, nanoscale particles with large specific surface
area and high surface energy are very easy to reunite
leading to conspicuous performance degradation. The con-
finement of nanoparticles can be achieved by using some

special matrixes with unique structures as hosts like mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes [7–9], graphene [10], fibers [11],
and some traditional inorganic or synthetic polymer-based
aerogels [12, 13], which could provide a means of particle
dispersion and act as protection of metallic nanoparticles
against air oxidation. In particular, owing to large specific
surface area, high porosity, multiscale micronanostructure,
stable chemical property, renewability, and biodegradability,
cellulose aerogels are widely considered as good supports
for nanomaterials, such as TiO

2
, ZnO, Ag, and ZrO

2
[14–

17]. In particular, TiO
2
/cellulose aerogels hybrids are useful

for photocatalysts, UV shields, antibacterial materials, and
synthesis of transition-metal carbide materials [18–21]. Fur-
thermore, synthesis of anatase TiO

2
/cellulose (ATC) com-

posites generally depends on high-temperature calcination
treatment using cellulose or cellulose derivatives as templates
at 400−700∘C [22–24], so as to get anatase TiO

2
crystals and
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avoid excessive crystal transformation from anatase to rutile
while exceeding the critical temperature.

Herein, a facile low-temperature hydrothermal method
was employed to prepare ATC aerogels instead of the
common calcination process. Moreover, distinguishing from
some previous literatures about TiO

2
/cellulose compos-

ites with improved activity, in this study, a green NaOH/
polyethylene glycol (PEG) aqueous solution was used to
fabricate the cellulose aerogels, and the resulting environ-
mentally friendly nanoporous aerogels were selected as hosts
to support the nano-TiO

2
. The obtained ATC aerogels were

characterized by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM), trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and thermogravimetry (TG).
Meanwhile, the photocatalytic activities of ATC aerogels for
two typical organic pollutants including Rhodamine B (RhB)
andmethyl orange (MO) degradations were also investigated
and compared with those of P25. Based on which, the
photocatalytic reaction behaviors of ATC aerogels under UV
irradiation were illuminated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1.Materials. Sixty-mesh powder of wheat straw after grind-
ing and sieving was collected and dried in a vacuum at 60∘C
for 24 h before being used. All chemicals were supplied by
Tianjin Kemiou Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., and used as
received.

2.2. CelluloseHydrogel Preparation. Amild effective chemical
pretreatment process was employed to extract and purify
cellulose from the wheat straw powder, which could refer to
our previous report [25]. The obtained dried cellulose was
mixed with an aqueous solution of NaOH/PEG-4000 (9 : 1
by weight) with magnetic stirring at room temperature for
about 6 h to form a 2wt% homogenous cellulose solution.
Then, the cellulose solution underwent a freeze-thaw process
by freezing the solution at −15∘C for 12 h and subsequently
thawing it out at room temperature for 0.5 h under vigorous
stirring. After being frozen again for 3 h at −15∘C, the solution
was regenerated by placing it into a coagulation bath of
1 v% hydrochloric acid for 6 h, repeating this process until
the formation of the amber-like hydrogel. Afterwards, the
obtained hydrogel was rinsed repeatedly with distilled water
and anhydrous ethyl alcohol (EtOH) to remove superfluous
hydrogen ions and chlorine anions.

2.3. ATC Aerogel Preparation. The low-temperature hy-
drothermal preparation of ATC aerogel was described in
Scheme 1. Tetrabutyl orthotita (TBOT) (5mL) and EtOH
(200mL) were mixed with magnetic stirring for 30min and
then transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave.
The cellulose hydrogel was subsequently placed into the
above reaction solution. After the autoclave was sealed and
heated to 110∘C for 4 h, 100mL deionized water (pH = 6.5)
was added, and the solution was reheated to 70∘C for 4 h.
After reaction, the prepared sample was removed from the

solution and ultrasonically rinsed with deionized water and
tert-butyl alcohol in sequence for 30min. Finally, the sample
was subjected to a freeze-drying process at −35∘C for 48 h,
and the following ATC aerogel was successfully fabricated.
Moreover, the pure TiO

2
particles powders were prepared

following the above hydrothermal process without adding
the cellulose hydrogel, and the mixed solution after reaction
was filtered, washed by distilled water, and dried at 60∘C for
24 h to get dried TiO

2
particles powders. The pure cellulose

aerogel was obtained by the direct tert-butyl alcohol freeze-
drying process of the cellulose hydrogel.

2.4. Characterizations. Microstructures and surface chemical
compositions were evaluated by SEM (FEI, Quanta 200)
equipped with EDX spectrometer operating at 15−20 kV
on gold-sputtered samples. TEM observation was carried
out on a FEI, Tecnai G2 F20 TEM. Crystalline structures
were identified by XRD instrument (Rigaku, D/MAX 2200)
operating with Cu K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418>) at a scan rate
(2𝜃) of 4∘⋅min−1, accelerating voltage of 40 kV, and applied
current of 30mA ranging from 10∘ to 80∘. XPS spectra were
recorded using a Thermo Escalab 250Xi XPS spectrometer
(Germany). Deconvolution of the overlapping peaks was
performed using a mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian fit program.
Thermal stabilities were determined using a TG analyzer (TA
Q600) with a heating rate of 10∘C⋅min−1 in aN

2
environment.

2.5. Photocatalytic Activities Measurements. The photocat-
alytic activities of ATC aerogels were evaluated by mea-
suring the decomposition of RhB and MO, while pure
TiO
2
nanoparticles (commercial Degussa P25) were used

for comparison, and the amount of P25 and the amount of
ATC aerogels were controlled by the same titania loading
determined by the following TG tests. A 100Wmercury lamp
with main wavelength of 365 nmwas purchased from Beijing
BrightStars Science and Technology Corp. and selected as
UV light source. For typical photocatalytic experiments of
the hybrid aerogels, ATC aerogels samples with sizes of
about 20mm (diameter) × 10mm (height) were immersed
into the circular disks with 30mL RhB or MO aqueous
solutions (50mg⋅L−1), respectively. Before irradiation, the
solutions with ATC aerogels were magnetically stirred in the
dark for 30min to achieve adsorption equilibrium. Then,
the dishes were exposed to the mercury lamp for about 1 h,
and the distances between the lamps and the dishes were
approximately 10 cm. Samples were taken at every time inter-
val (20min) and centrifuged for removing photocatalysts.
Concentration of the filtrate was analyzed by a TU-1901 UV-
vis spectrophotometer (Beijing Purkinje, China) at 554 nm
for RhB or 464 nm for MO.The efficiency was calculated by

𝑌 = 100 × (
𝐶 − 𝐶

0

𝐶
0

) , (1)

where𝐶
0
and𝐶 are the initial dye concentration and the con-

centration at time 𝑡, respectively. Similarly, the photocatalytic
experiments of P25 for RhB andMOwere following the above
procedures.
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Scheme 1: Diagram of the low-temperature hydrothermal preparation of ATC aerogel.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) showed the SEM image of ATC aerogels. As
shown, porous and interconnected three-dimensional (3D)
architecture with pore sizes of a few hundred nanometers to
several micrometers, originated from the original cellulose
hydrogels architecture, could be clearly identified. In addi-
tion, it was observed that numerous white ellipsoidal sub-
stances surrounding the porous skeleton structure were gen-
erated, which might be derived from titanium compounds.
To further investigate the chemical components of the newly
generated white ellipsoidal substances, the area in the green
box with some evident aggregations of particles (Figure 1(a))
was tested by EDX, and the results demonstrated that apart
from C and O elements from the cellulose substrates as
well as Au element from the coating layer used for SEM
observation, new strong peaks corresponding to Ti element
were detected (inset in Figure 1(a)), confirming that the
white ellipsoidal substances primarily consisted of titanium
compounds. Moreover, from the higher magnification SEM
image (Figure 1(b)), it was clear that the ellipsoidal sub-
stances containing Ti element tightly adhered to the cellulose
matrixes, indicating potential good interface bonding.

In order to further explore the composition and structure
of the ellipsoidal substances as well as the interaction between
the ellipsoidal substances and the cellulose aerogels matrixes,
the samples were observed by TEM. The TEM images of
different magnifications of ATC aerogels were represented
in Figure 2. Apparently, the cellulose aerogels matrixes were
loaded with a mass of evenly dispersed nanoparticles as
indicated by the dark spots in the TEM image with lower
magnification (Figure 2(a)). These abundant particles might

be responsible for the formation of the ellipsoidal substances.
The higher magnification TEM image (Figure 2(b)) showed
that the size of nanoparticles was found to range between 2
and 5 nm and no large-scale aggregation was observed, indi-
cating that the combination of nanoparticles and cellulose
aerogels effectively hindered the reunion phenomenon.

XPS measurements were performed to elucidate the
surface chemical composition and the oxidation state of
ATC aerogels. In the high-resolution XPS spectra of Ti 2p
(Figure 3(a)), the binding energies of Ti 2p

3/2
and 2p

1/2
were

centered at 457.2 and 462.5 eV, respectively, which revealed
that the titanium elements were in the oxidation state IV,
corresponding to Ti4+ (TiO

2
) [26, 27]. Meanwhile, the result

also suggested that the ellipsoidal substances observed by
SEM were composed of TiO

2
particles; besides, the nanopar-

ticles in the TEM imagesmight be exactly the generated TiO
2

particles. The O 1s spectra of ATC aerogels displayed the
contributions of three components (Figure 3(b)) including
TiO
2
(529.8 eV), adsorbed water (531.2 eV), and hydroxyl

groups (O–H) (532.1 eV) [28]. Moreover, in the C 1s spectra
(Figure 3(c)), major peak at 284.7 eV was related to C−C,
C=C, and C−H bonds and the peak at around 287.7 eV
suggested the presence of Ti−O−C bond [29].

The XRD patterns of the TiO
2
particles and ATC aerogels

were shown in Figure 3(d). For the TiO
2
particles, a series

of characteristic peaks, corresponding to the (103), (004),
(112), (200), (105), (211), (213), (204), (116), (220), (107), (215),
and (301) planes, were observed, which were regarded as
an attributive indicator of anatase phase TiO

2
crystallites

(JCPDS file number 21-1272) [30]. Similarly, ATC aerogels
also exhibited typical strong peaks assigned to anatase phase
as well as cellulose characteristic peaks at 11.9∘, 19.8∘, and 22.0∘
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Figure 2: TEM images of different magnifications of ATC aerogels, respectively.

belonging to (101), (101), and (002) planes [31]. In particular,
no peaks of rutile TiO

2
phase (JCPDS file number 21-1276)

were detected, indicating the high anatase phase purity of
ATC aerogels. Meanwhile, the result also revealed that the
anatase TiO

2
was successfully fabricated and combined with

cellulose aerogels by the facile low-temperature hydrothermal
method. Moreover, it was obvious that the characteristic
peaks of the anatase TiO

2
were broad, which was an indi-

cation of the small size of the TiO
2
particles formed in the

ATC aerogels. The crystallite size as calculated by the Debye-
Scherrer equation [32] was 4.3 nm, which was consistent with
the TEM results from Figure 2(b).

Figure 4 showed the TG andDTG curves of ATC aerogels
and the pure cellulose aerogels, respectively. The DTG curve
for pure cellulose aerogels showed one major exothermic
peak at around 362∘C, which represented a typical thermal

decomposition behavior of cellulose in an inert atmosphere,
as previously reported [33]. In comparison, the maximum
loss of weight of ATC aerogels shifted to a temperature of
∼323∘C, 39∘C lower than that of the pure cellulose aerogels
according to the DTG curves. The potential reasons for the
shift might be the catalytic character of TiO

2
[34, 35], and

the loosening of molecular chains in crystalline regions of
cellulose as the result of infusion of TiO

2
particles [36].

Moreover, ATC aerogels had high residual ash (ca. 44.1%), far
higher than that of the pure cellulose aerogels samples (ca.
8.4%), which indicated high loading amount of TiO

2
in the

hybrid ATC aerogels samples (ca. 35.7%).
RhB and MO, the two kinds of common organic pol-

lutants, were employed to evaluate the photocatalytic activ-
ities of ATC aerogels. For the sake of comprehending the
photocatalytic property, the commercially available TiO

2
P25
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Figure 3: High-resolution XPS spectra of ATC aerogels in (a) Ti 2p, (b) O 1s, and (c) C 1s regions. (d) XRD patterns of the TiO
2
particles and

ATC aerogels.

(Degussa, Germany) was used as a photocatalytic reference.
As shown in Figure 5(a), the concentrations of the RhB
and the MO solutions changed a little for the wheat straw,
indicating an inferior photocatalytic performance under UV
irradiation. On the contrary, both of P25 and ATC aerogels
showed strong photodegradation abilities for RhB and MO
due to the drastic changes of concentration before and after
the experiments. Comparedwith P25,ATCaerogels exhibited
similar concentration change tendency for RhB and slightly
faster rate of photocatalytic degradation forMO, respectively,
which proved that the photocatalytic activities of ATC aero-
gels were comparable with those of P25 only taking account
of these two kinds of organic pollutants. Moreover, the strong
photocatalytic activities of ATC aerogels might be due to
good dispersion, potential higher surface area, and smaller
crystallite size of the formed anatase TiO

2
[37, 38]. Further-

more, Figure 5(b) showed the macrographs of RhB and MO

degradations by ATC aerogels, and the significant color dif-
ferences before and after the UV radiation further indicated
the superior photocatalytic activities of ATC aerogels.

Based on the results mentioned above, photocatalytic
reaction behaviors of ATC aerogels under UV irradiation
for RhB and MO degradations were illuminated in Figure 6.
When the surface of ATC aerogels was illuminated by UV
light with energy equal to or larger than the band gap energy
of anatase TiO

2
nanocrystals, the electrons were excited in

the valance band (VB) to the conduction band (CB), leading
to the formation of a positive hole (h+) in the VB and an
electron (e−) in the CB [39–41]. The generated electron-
hole pairs immediately interacted with surface adsorbed
molecular oxygen to yield superoxide radical anions (∙O

2

−)
and with water to produce the highly reactive HO∙ radicals,
respectively. These radicals groups repeatedly attacked RhB
andMOmolecules, eventually resulting in their degradations
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into CO
2
and H

2
O [42, 43], which were responsible for the

photocatalytic activity.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, ATC aerogels were successfully fabricated via
a mild simple low-temperature hydrothermal method. The
as-prepared ATC aerogels were composed of cross-linked 3D
architecture originated from the original cellulose hydrogels,
and the 3D architecture was surrounded by plentiful ellip-
soidal aggregations formed by a mass of evenly dispersed
anatase TiO

2
nanoparticles with sizes of 2−5 nm. Meanwhile,

a high loading amount of TiO
2
in the hybrid ATC aerogels

samples (ca. 35.7%) was also obtained according to the TG
results. Moreover, the ATC aerogels exhibited comparable
photocatalytic activities for RhB and MO degradations with
Degussa P25 under UV radiation, which might be served as
novel green catalysts for water decontamination and organic
pollutants decomposition.
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Bamboo with water-resistant, UV-resistant, and fire-resistant properties was desirable in modern society. In this paper, the original
bamboo was firstly treated with ZnO sol and then hydrothermally the ZnO nanosheet networks grow onto the bamboo surface
and subsequently modified with fluoroalkyl silane (FAS-17). The FAS-17 treated bamboo substrate exhibited not only robust
superhydrophobicity with a high contact angle of 161∘ but also stable repellency towards simulated acid rain (pH = 3) with a contact
angle of 152∘. Except for its robust superhydrophobicity, such a bamboo also presents superior water-resistant, UV-resistant, and
fire-resistant properties.

1. Introduction

Bamboo is one of the most important nontimber forest
products in the world [1, 2]. More than 1 billion people
are living in bamboo houses, and the livelihoods of 2.5
billion people depend on this resource, making the bamboo
increasingly be recognized as an environmental-friendly
and cost-effective wood substitute [3]. As a fast-growing
lignocelluloses material with high strength and surface hard-
ness, easy machinability, and local availability, bamboo is
widely used in the traditional applications, such as furniture,
construction, pulping, and handcrafts [4–6]. However, when
exposed in an outdoor environment, bamboo shows bad
decay-resistance without protective treatment that would
be attacked by fungi and insects and degraded caused by
moisture, air, acid rain, and sunlight and thus shortens its
service life and also reduces its value [7, 8]. To overcome
this problem and enhance the economic value of bamboo
products, it is necessary to develop a protective treatment for
bamboo materials. In the previous studies, there were sev-
eral approaches to improve water-repellency, fire-resistance,
and UV-resistance of cellulose-based materials [9–14], for
example, immersion-diffusion or vacuum-impregnationwith

preservatives, heating, dipping, soaking, brushing paint, and
surface modification.

Among these, surface modification has been used to
improve the ultraviolet stability of bamboo, change the
surface energy of bamboo (reduce wetting by water and/or
improve compatibility with coatings or matrix materials),
and improve the bonding between bamboo surfaces and
inorganic materials. In the past decade, the modifications
by using of inorganic materials, such as ZnO, SiO

2
, TiO
2
,

and CaCO
3
through sol-gel or hydrothermal synthesis have

been devoted to reach this goal [15, 16]. Nowadays, as one
of the most interesting multifunctional material, ZnO has
a promising application in various fields of solar cells [17],
displays [18], gas sensors [19], varistors [20], piezoelectric
devices [21], photodiodes [22], UV light emitting devices, and
a photostabilizer [23]. Thus, after surface modification, the
bamboo-inorganic composites could be attached with pho-
tostability and antibacterial properties [16], and the coating
of inorganic materials may also impart new properties such
as superhydrophobicity, UV-resistance, and antimicrobial
properties to the bamboo. In recent years, many researchers
have reported the role of ZnO nanoparticles in exterior
coatings to improve photostability, as a component of UV
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coatings for nanocomposites or modeling UV permeability
of nano-ZnO filled coatings [24–26]. However, there are few
reports on treating bamboo with nanomaterials or the effects
of the nanomaterials on bamboo durability.

In the present study, the bamboo with multifunction
of superhydrophobicity, UV-resistance, and fire-resistance
was successfully fabricated by coating with ZnO nanosheet
networks via a hydrothermal method and subsequent modi-
fication with FAS-17. The morphologies and chemical com-
positions were examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), X-ray diffrac-
tometry (XRD), and thermogravimetric and differential ther-
mal analysis (TG-DTA). Water contact angle (WCA) was
employed to measure superhydrophobicity of the prepared
bamboo surface and the repellency towards simulated acid
rain. Meanwhile, the fire-resistance was also illustrated in the
paper.

2. Experimental Section

2.1.Materials. All the chemicals were purchased fromShang-
hai Boyle Chemical Company Limited and were all of
analytical reagent grade. Bamboo samples of 10 (Length) ×
10 (Width) × 4 (Height) mm3 were cleaned with deionized
water and ethanol before drying for use.

2.2. Preparation of ZnO Sol. TheZnO sol was prepared based
on the method of Jung et al. [27] with some modifications.
Zinc acetate dehydrate (0.75M) was dissolved in ethanol at
60∘C under vigorous stirring.Then the resulting solution was
added slowly to a solution ofmonoethanolamine (MEA)with
volume ratio of 1 : 1 and subsequently stirred at 60∘C for 0.5 h.
The ZnO sol was thus obtained.

2.3. Growth of ZnO Nanosheet Networks on the Bamboo Sur-
face. Bamboo samples with ZnO seed layers were fabricated
through a simple dip-coating process.Then the samples were
dried at 80∘C for 5 h. This process was repeated 5 times. The
growth of ZnO nanosheet networks on the bamboo substrate
was performed as follows: Equimolar aqueous solutions
(0.05M) of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO

3
)
2
⋅6H
2
O) and

hexamethylenetetramine (C
6
H
12
N
4
, HMTA) were prepared

in a vessel under constant stirring, and, then, 0.04M urea
was added. The mixed solution was vigorously stirred for 30
minutes until it became clear and then the clear solution was
transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave.The treated bamboo
substrates were then immersed in the above solution for 3 h at
90∘C. Finally, the samples were rinsed with deionized water
and dried at 80∘C for 24 h. For comparative studies, the blank
bamboo samples were also selected and the original bamboo
was abbreviated as OB.

2.4. Surface Modification. The surface modification carried
out by chemical vapor deposition of FAS-17 was illustrated
in Figure 1. The ZnO nanosheet networks treated bamboo
(hereafter abbreviated as ZNB) was placed in a sealed vessel
with a smaller unsealed vessel within a small amount of FAS-
17 on its bottom. The sealed vessel was then put in an oven

and heated at 130∘C to enable the silane groups of FAS-17
vapor to react with the hydroxide groups fromZNB.After 3 h,
the bamboo substrate was removed to another clean sealed
vessel and heated at 140∘C for 1 h to volatilize the residual
FAS-17 molecules onto the bamboo substrate. The original
bamboo sample modified with FAS-17 was abbreviated as FB.
TheFAS-17/ZnOnanosheet networks treated bamboo sample
was abbreviated as FZNB.

2.5. Characterizations. Surface morphologies of the samples
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
FEI, Quanta 200). The surface chemical compositions of the
samples were determined via energy-dispersive X-ray analy-
sis (EDS, Genesis, EDAX) connected with SEM. Crystalline
structures of the samples were identified by X-ray diffraction
technique (XRD, Rigaku, D/MAX 2200) operating with Cu
K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418 Å) at a scan rate (2𝜃) of 4min−1,
40 Kv, 40mA ranging from 5∘ to 80∘. Water contact angle
(WCA) was measured on an OCA40 contact angle system
(Dataphysics, Germany) at room temperature.The final value
of theWCAwas obtained as an average of fivemeasurements.
Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis (TG-
DTA) were performed using a PE-TGA7 thermogravimetric
analyzer (Perkin Elmer Company) and a DTA/9050311 high
temperature differential analyzer. 10mg of the samples were
taken and measured in air and then treated in 150mL/min of
dry pureN

2
with temperatures at the rate of 10∘C/min ranging

from 20∘C to 700∘C.

2.6. Accelerated Aging Test. The weathering was performed
with an Accelerated Weathering Tester (Q-Panel, Cleveland,
OH, USA), which allowed water spray and condensation.
The samples were fixed in stainless steel holders and then
rotated under irradiation of fluorescent UV light at 60∘C for
0.5 h, followed by water spraying for 0.5 h and condensation
at 45∘C for 3 h. The irradiation energy was 35W/m2 and
the spray temperature 25∘C. The exposure time ranged
from 0 h to 120 h. The color of all samples was determined
before and after UV irradiation at regular intervals with
a portable spectrophotometer (NF-333, Nippon Denshoku
Company, Japan) equippedwith a CIE-LAB system.Here, the
parameters represent 𝐿∗, 𝑎∗, and 𝑏∗ lightness, which varies
from 100 (white) to 0 (black) and chromaticity indices (+𝑎∗
red, −𝑎∗ green, +𝑏∗ yellow, and −𝑏∗ blue).

The changes in 𝐿∗, 𝑎∗, and 𝑏∗ were calculated according
to (1), as follows:

Δ𝑎
∗
= 𝑎
2
− 𝑎
1
,

Δ𝑏
∗
= 𝑏
2
− 𝑏
1
,

Δ𝐿
∗
= 𝐿
2
− 𝐿
1
,

(1)

where Δ means the difference between the indicated initial
and final parameters after UV irradiation. The overall color
changes (Δ𝐸∗) were used to evaluate the total color change
using (2). Consider

Δ𝐸
∗
= ((𝐿

∗

2
− 𝐿
∗

1
)
2

+ (𝑎
∗

2
− 𝑎
∗

1
)
2
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the surface modification on ZnO-coated bamboo surface.

A lower Δ𝐸∗ value corresponds to a smaller color differ-
ence and indicates strong resistance to UV radiation. CIE-
𝐿
∗
, 𝑎
∗
, 𝑏
∗, and Δ𝐸 were measured at five locations on each

sample, and the average values were calculated.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of ZnO Nanosheet Networks. SEM
images were used to illustrate the morphology of OB and
ZNB. As shown in Figure 2(a), the SEM image of OB showed
smooth and clean surface. In Figure 2(b), the ZnO nanosheet
networks appeared on the bamboo substrate and the bamboo
surface became rougher in a result of coating with a dense
film of ZnO nanostructured materials. In the magnified
SEM image (Figure 2(c)), the ZnO nanosheet networks were
slightly curved and the surface seemed to be uneven on a
large scale. The average width and height for observation of
the ZnO nanosheets was about 80 nm and 3𝜇m, respectively.
The surface chemical elemental compositions of the ZNB
were determined via EDS, and the results are presented as an
insertion in Figure 2(b). Only carbon, oxygen, zinc, and gold
elements could be detected from the EDS spectrum. Gold
elementwas from the coating layer used for the EDSmeasure-
ment and carbon element was originated from the bamboo
substrates. No other elements were detected, confirming that
the pure ZnO nanosheet networks were effectively formed on
the bamboo surface. In Figure 2(d), the diffraction peaks at
16∘ and 22∘ represented the characteristic diffraction peaks
of the cellulose from bamboo substrate [28, 29]. All others
diffraction peaks could be indexed to the wurtzite ZnO
(JCPDS cardNo. 36-1451). No other characteristic peaks were
observed, indicating that pure wurtzite ZnO were formed on
the bamboo surface after the hydrothermal process.

3.2. WCAs Test. With hydroxyl groups covering the surface,
the OB was intrinsically hydrophilic and the water would
fastly wet the surface, so WCAs were measured as soon as
the water droplets contacted the samples surface. However,
for the FB and FZNB, WCAs were achieved after contacted
with the surfaces for 5min. As shown in Figure 3, the WCA
of OB was 12∘ for 5 𝜇L water droplet, after modification with
FAS-17, the FB became hydrophobicity with theWCA of 126∘,
and the FZNB was superhydrophobic with the WCA of 161∘.
As the results showed, both the surface energy and surface
roughness deeply affected the degree of hydrophobicity of
the surface, which was represented as water contact angle.
The sliding angle of the FZNB was lower than 3∘, indicating
the water droplets could roll off the surface easily. Besides
the excellent superhydrophobicity, FZNB exhibited stable
repellency towards simulated acid rain (pH = 3) with a
contact angle of 152∘ (Figure 3(d)).Thus, such an as-prepared
surface would have the anticorrosion property against acid
rain in the atmosphere environment.

A further understanding of the hydrophobicity of as-
prepared samples could be obtained from the Cassie-Baxter
equation, cos 𝜃

𝑟
= 𝑓
1
cos 𝜃 − 𝑓

2
. 𝜃
𝑟
was the apparent contact

angle measured on the interested bamboo surface; 𝜃 (100∘)
was the water contact angle on fluoridated smooth surface
[30]; 𝑓

1
and 𝑓

2
were the fractional areas estimated for the

solid and air on the surface, respectively; that is, 𝑓
1
+ 𝑓
2
= 1.

Here, the CA value of FB was 126∘ (𝜃
𝑟
) and the 𝑓

1
calculated

using Cassie-Baxter equation was 0.49, which indicated that
51% of the surface was occupied by air. However, for FZNB
(𝜃
𝑟
= 161

∘), the 𝑓
1
was 0.05, which indicated that about

95% of the surface was occupied by air. The surface allowed
air to be trapped more easily underneath the water droplets,
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Figure 2: SEM images of (a) OB and ZNB at low (b) and high (c) magnification.The inset of (b) was EDS spectrum of ZNB. (d) XRD patterns
of OB and ZNB, respectively.

so that the water droplets essentially rested on a layer of air.
Therefore, WCAs of the FZNB increased significantly.

Except for superhydrophobicity, the FZNB showed a
low adhesion to water. The water droplet could hardly
stick to the bamboo surface, allowing water droplets to roll
off from one side of the surface freely (Figure 4(a)). As
the descent height of the water droplet increased, it could
bounce up from the bamboo surfacewithout any deformation
(Figure 4(b)). In addition, theWCA values of the as-prepared
surfaces were constant after storage for more than six months
under ambient conditions. These performances confirmed
the stable superhydrophobicity of FZNB under ambient
conditions.

3.3. Water Absorption Properties. Water absorption is one
of the most important characteristics of bamboo exposed
to environmental conditions that determines their ultimate
applications. In this study, the water resistance of the OB, FB,
and FZNB was investigated. The experiments were carried
out by immersing as-prepared specimens in water for 130 h
at room temperature, followed by measuring the moisture
content (%) and WCA (∘) of the as-prepared specimens.

The moisture content of specimen was calculated by the
following equation:

moisture content (%)

=
weight of specimen − weight of dry specimen

weight of dry specimen
,

(3)

where the weight of dry specimen was obtained by drying
bamboo specimen at 105∘C until a constant weight was
obtained.

As shown in Figure 5, it was found that the moisture
content of the FZNB increased to 80% after the specimen
was fully immersing in water for 24 h. After the specimenwas
fully immersing inwater for 130 h, themoisture content of the
FZNB was still around 80%, whereas the OB specimen and
the FB specimen could absorb up to 180% and 200% water,
respectively. After 24 h immersion, the moisture content of
the FB was higher than that of the OB, which might due to
the FAS-17 coated on the surface of OB be further hydrolyzed
in water following the increasing time of immersion. It
was also found that WCA of the FZNB maintained 152∘
after immersing in water for 130 h (Figure 5, inset), which
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Shapes of water droplet on (a) OB, (b) FB, and (c) FZNB, respectively. (d) Shape of simulated acid rain (pH = 3) on FZNB.

demonstrated that the extremely high water resistance of
the FZNB was obtained. The performance of the water
resistance verified the FZNB would be a great potential for
the applications in the environment with higher moist.

3.4. UV Resistance Study. The experimental results of color
change upon UV irradiation were presented in Figure 6.
Compared to OB, the Δ𝐿∗ value of the FZNB sample became
positive, indicating that the light-colored bamboo turned
white (Figure 6(a)). On the other hand, the Δ𝐿∗ value of
the OB became negative, indicating that the light-colored
bamboo turned black. The Δ𝑏∗ value of the OB and FZNB
specimens indicated that the surfaces colors turned dark
yellow and slight yellow, respectively, with prolonged UV
irradiation time (Figure 6(b)). More importantly, the Δ𝑎∗
value of the OB under UV irradiation indicated that the
surface color turned a deeper shade of red with increasing
UV irradiation. The Δ𝑎∗ of the FZNB sample showed a
similar trend; however, the change in the FZNB Δ𝑎∗ was
much smaller than that of OB (Figure 6(c)). The total color
change (Δ𝐸∗) ofOBwas significant (Figure 6(d)), whereas for
the FZNB was very slight. These results showed that FZNB
exhibited an excellent UV resistance and prevented bamboo
surface from damage.

3.5. Thermal Stability. The results of the TG-DTA analy-
sis were shown in Figure 7. According to the TG curve

(Figure 7(a)) , there was a small weight loss at about 50–
80∘C due to the loss of physically adsorbed water, which
come from the ambient environment [31]. The three stages
of the thermal degradation of the OB were clearly visible.
At stage one (190–250∘C), the pyrolysis rate was low with
the weight loss of approximately 13%, which is mainly due
to the partial degradation of hemicellulose [32]. Stage two
(250–400∘C) was mainly caused by cellulose degradation,
accompanied with continuous degradation of lignin, whose
maximum pyrolysis rate occurred at 375∘C and the weight
loss reached 68% [33]. At stage three (400–700∘C), all the
components of bamboo degraded gradually leading to arom-
atization and carbonization. Lignin was the most difficult
one to decompose. Its decomposition happened slowly and
kept on along the whole calcining process [34, 35]. At last,
carbon residues with the weight of 8.9%were left, as observed
from the TG curve (Figure 7(a)). For the ZNB and FZNB
specimens, the TG curve exhibited the weight losses at about
170–240∘C, which were caused by the decomposition of the
residual organics and MEA [36, 37]. And the DTA curve
(Figure 7(b)) presented strong and sharp endothermic peaks
at a minimum of 356∘C for ZNB and 347∘C for CZNB,
respectively, corresponding to the weight losses shown in the
TGcurve (Figure 7(a)). Due to the decomposition of cellulose
and lignin, the maximum degradation rates of the ZNB and
FZNB became lower than of the OB. This might be due to
the catalysis of ZnO, which generated an accelerated pyrolysis
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Figure 4: The rolling process of a water droplet on the superhydrophobic bamboo surface.
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Figure 5: Moisture content of OB, FB, and FZNB, respectively. The
inset was the WCA of FZNB after immersing in water to 130 h.

action on bamboo components. Moreover, the maximum
degradation rate of the FZNB was the lowest (Figure 7(b)),
whichmight be due to the decomposition of FAS-17 (a barrier
effectively protected for the ZNB). Computable weight loss
along the whole process was about 91.1% for OB, 78.3% for
ZNB, and 73.2% for FZNB, respectively.

3.6. Fire-Resistant Properties. In order to describe a realistic
fire scenario, it was important to test the ignitability of the
OB and FZNB samples in the presence of a flame spread.
Interestingly, the as-prepared FZNB sample exhibited excel-
lent fire-resistance when exposed to the flame of the alco-
hol burner. A significant difference could be observed in
Figure 8 where some typical pictures of the specimens after
the flammability test were collected. When heated with
the alcohol burner, the OB caught on fire at 3 s and was
incinerated to ash in 101 s. Being burned for 24 s, the OB
sample had a massive blaze. In the following 34 s, the strong
flames gradually diminished, but the fire was still spreading.
By contrast, the FZNB caught on fire at 16 s, implying that
the FAS-17/ZnO films were capable of protecting the bamboo
from the flame. Being burned for 46 s, there were no flames
standing on the treated bamboo sample. Furthermore, the
flames gradually quenched by itself in the following 2 s. After
burning out, black char was left. Apparently, the treated
bamboo samples were more suitable for functional materials
and building materials.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, bamboo with multifunction involved in water-
resistant, UV-resistant, and fire-resistant properties was
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Figure 8: Digital photos of OB and FZNB burned at different times,
respectively (the as-prepared samples firstly were all heated in an
alcohol burner for 12 s).

successfully fabricated by ZnO nanosheet networks depo-
sition, followed by a fluorination treatment. The treated
bamboo substrate exhibited not only robust superhydropho-
bicity but also stable repellency towards simulated acid
rain (pH = 3). Furthermore, the treated bamboo presented
excellent water-resistant andUV-resistant properties and also
exhibited superior fire-resistant property.
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Novel graphitic carbon nitride/KTaO
3
(g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3
) nanocomposite photocatalysts have been successfully synthesized via

a facile and simple ultrasonic dispersion method. Compared to either g-C
3
N
4
or KTaO

3
, the composite photocatalysts show

significantly increased photocatalytic activity for degradation of Rhodamine B (RhB) under visible light irradiation. The increased
photocatalytic performance of the composite could be attributed to the enhanced photogenerated charge carrier separation capacity.
Moreover, it is observed that ∙O

2

− is the main active species in the photocatalytic degradation of RhB using the g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3

composite photocatalysts.

1. Introduction

Semiconductor photocatalysis has been regarded as an ideal
green chemistry technology in dealing with the globally
concerned energy shortage and environment pollution issues.
In view of practical application, developing highly active
photocatalysts has drawn great attention in recent years.
Among the various photocatalytic materials, KTaO

3
has been

reported as a unique photocatalyst for hydrogen generation
as well as organic pollutant degradation [1, 2]. However, its
large band gap (3.6 eV) limits the photoactivity only to the
UV light, which covers less than 4% of the solar spectrum.

Recently, Wang and coworkers discovered that the
graphitic carbon nitride (g-C

3
N
4
), a conjugative 𝜋 structure

material, is a metal-free visible-light-driven semiconductor
[3]. Due to its narrow band gap (2.7 eV) and high thermal and
chemical stability, g-C

3
N
4
has attracted extensive interest.

However, the photocatalytic efficiency of bare g-C
3
N
4
is

greatly limited by the high recombination of photogenerated
electron-hole pairs. It has been proved that the composite
can promote the generation and separation of photoinduced
electron-holes pairs. So far Bi

2
WO
6
/g-C
3
N
4
[4], CdS/g-

C
3
N
4
[5, 6], DyVO

4
/g-C
3
N
4
[7], WO

3
/g-C
3
N
4
[8], TaON/g-

C
3
N
4
[9], SrTiO

3
/g-C
3
N
4
[10], C

60
/g-C
3
N
4
[11], Ag

2
O/g-

C
3
N
4
[12], NiS/g-C

3
N
4
[13], and rGO/g-C

3
N
4
[14] have been

demonstrated to exhibit better photocatalytic performance
compared with pure g-C

3
N
4
.

Since the conduction band bottom of g-C
3
N
4
(−1.13 eV)

[15] is more negative than that of KTaO
3
(−0.96 eV) [1, 2, 16];

g-C
3
N
4
(CN) andKTaO

3
(KTO)might be suitable candidates

to form an ideal composite photocatalyst to show a high
visible light activity. In this paper, we report for the first time
that the g-C

3
N
4
/KTaO

3
composite photocatalyst synthesized

by a facile ultrasonic dispersion method has demonstrated a
significantly improved photocatalytic performance for Rho-
damine B degradation.
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2. Experiment Section

2.1. Sample Preparation. Theg-C
3
N
4
powder samplewas syn-

thesized by directly heatingmelamine under 550∘C according
to the previously reported procedure [17]. KTaO

3
(KTO)

was prepared by an improved polymerized complex (PC)
method [15]. In a typical run, 1 g TaCl

5
was added into

15mL 2-methoxyethanol and the solution was stirred for
30min. Then, 0.20 g K

2
CO
3
, 12.0 g critic acid, 30mL 2-

methoxyethanol, and 2.0mL of ethylene glycol were added.
After it was stirred for 30min, the mixture was heated to
120∘C for 20 h in air and, finally, the polymer was oxidized
in air at 600∘C for 2 h.

The typical process for preparation of g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3

(CN/KTO) compositeswas as follows: an appropriate amount
of g-C

3
N
4
was added into methanol and then ultrasonically

treated in an ultrasonic bath for 30min. After KTaO
3
powder

was added, the solution was stirred in the fume hood for
24 h. Finally the mixture was dried at 100∘C overnight and
then heated to 300∘C for 2 h. The CN/KTO composites with
different ratios of g-C

3
N
4
to KTOwere prepared and denoted

as gcn30, gcn50, and gcn70, respectively, inwhich the number
indicates percentage (mass%) of g-C

3
N
4
in the composite.

2.2. Characterization. Crystal structures of the synthesized
samples were examined by a powder X-ray diffractometer
(XRD, Rigaku D/MAX 2500 with Cu K𝛼1 radiation, 𝜆 =
0.154 nm). UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of the
samples were measured in the range of 200–800 nm using
a spectrophotometer (UV-2700, Shimadzu). Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded on a
Tecnai G2 F20 with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The
photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were measured
on a spectrofluorometer (Fluorolog-3 system, Horiba Jobin
Yvon) using the Xenon lamp with a 325 nm as a source of
excitation.

2.3. Photocatalytic Activity Evaluation. Photocatalytic activ-
ities of CN/KTO samples were evaluated by Rhodamine B
(RhB) degradation in aqueous solution under visible light
irradiation. 100mL aqueous solution of RhB (4mg/L) was
put in a glass beaker, and 0.1 g photocatalyst was then added.
In order to establish the adsorption-desorption equilibrium,
the suspension was ultrasonically treated and stirred in the
dark for 60min, respectively. Photocatalytic activity was
evaluated under irradiation from a 300W Xenon lamp with
a UV cutoff filter, which provides the visible light ranging
from 420 to 700 nm. At each given irradiation time interval,
3mL of the mixture was collected and then the slurry sam-
ple was centrifuged to separate the photocatalyst particles.
The concentration of RhB was analyzed by measuring the
maximum absorption at 553 nm using Shimadzu UV2700
spectrophotometer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the CN/KTO. The XRD patterns of
KTO, g-C

3
N
4
, and their composites are shown in Figure 1.
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gcn
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Figure 1: XRD patterns of KTO, g-C
3
N
4
, and their composites.

We can see that the pattern of KTO matches the standard
data for a cubic structure (JCPDS Card number 38-1470).
The formation of g-C

3
N
4
can be confirmed by the strong

characteristic peak at 2𝜃 = 27.4∘ in its XRD pattern. For
the composites, the XRD patterns can be indexed by two
corresponding phases, that is, KTO and g-C

3
N
4
(featured by

the peak at 2𝜃 = 27.4∘), respectively.
From the UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of KTO, g-

C
3
N
4
, and their composites as shown in Figure 2, we can

see clearly that KTO and g-C
3
N
4
show absorption edges

of 360 nm and 460 nm, respectively. For the composites,
two absorption edges corresponding to KTO and g-C

3
N
4

are observed. With the increase of g-C
3
N
4
amount, the

absorbance of the composite to visible light also increases.
The microstructures of KTO, g-C

3
N
4
, and their compos-

ites were observed on a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). As shown in Figure 3(a), KTO is like small and
irregular cube and the mean size is about 30 nm. The TEM
image of g-C

3
N
4
(Figure 3(b)) shows typical layered platelet-

like morphology. From Figure 3(c) we can see clearly that the
KTOnanoparticles are deposited on the surface of g-C

3
N
4
. In

other words, KTOnanoparticles are wrappedwell by g-C
3
N
4
.

3.2. Photocatalytic Activity. As shown in Figure 4, no notice-
able degradation of RhBwas observed with pure KTO photo-
catalyst or without photocatalyst. Pure g-C

3
N
4
photocatalyst

could degrade RhB by 65% in 90min. All of the CN/KTO
composites exhibit photocatalytic activities under visible light
irradiation, indicating the success of hybrid. When the g-
C
3
N
4
amount was less than 50% of the total catalyst weight

(such as gcn30, gcn50), the photocatalytic activities of gcn30
and gcn50 are inferior compared with g-C

3
N
4
. When the

g-C
3
N
4
amount was 70% of the total catalyst weight, the

CN/KTO composite exhibited the best activity and nearly
90% RhB was photodegraded. The reason why gcn70 sample
showed the best performance could be a result of competition
between the following two facts, that is, the absorbance
of CN/KTO composite to incident visible light and the
effectiveness of photoexcited charge transfer from CN to
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Figure 2: UV-Vis DRS of KTO, g-C
3
N
4
, and their composites.
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(c)

Figure 3: TEM images of (a) KTO, (b) g-C
3
N
4
, and (c) gcn70. The scale bar for (a) and (b) is 100 nm; the scale bar for (c) is 200 nm.

KTO. When the g-C
3
N
4
amount was small in the CN/KTO

composite (such as gcn30 and gcn50), while the charge
transfer from photoexcited CN to KTO could be secured,
less visible light could be absorbed by CN because its surface
was largely covered by the KTO nanocrystals. Therefore, the
CN/KTOcompositewith too small amount of g-C

3
N
4
did not

show a higher activity than pure g-C
3
N
4
. On the contrary,

when the amount of g-C
3
N
4
was too high in the CN/KTO

composite, although the absorbance of CN/KTO to visible
light was sufficient, the charge transfer from photoexcited

CN to KTO could not be secured due to the less amount of
KTO. Thus, the CN/KTO composite with too large amount
of g-C

3
N
4
did not show a higher activity than pure g-C

3
N
4
.

The competition and compromise between the absorbance to
visible light and effectiveness of charge transfer give rise to the
best performance of CN/KTO composite with an appropriate
ratio of CN to KTO (such as the gcn70).

It is known that tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) can easily react
with hydroxyl radicals (OH∙) for a dehydrogenation reaction
[18, 19]: ∙OH + (CH

3
)
3
COH →H

2
O + ∙CH

2
C(CH

3
)
2
OH.
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Figure 4: Photocatalytic degradation of RhB over g-C
3
N
4
, KTO, and their composites under visible light irradiation.
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Figure 5: Photocatalytic degradation of RhB with different scavengers under visible light irradiation.

As an effective electron donor, triethanolamine (TEOA) can
supply electrons to combine with photogenerated holes [20].
As for p-benzoquinone (p-benz), it can react with ∙O

2

− and
possibly form phenol, implying that p-benz is an effective
∙O
2

− trapper [21, 22]. Considering the above-mentioned
facts, TBA, TEOA, and p-benz could be employed as the scav-
engers for hydroxyl radicals (OH∙), photogenerated holes
(h+), and superoxide radicals (∙O

2

−), respectively. Corre-
sponding control reactions were carried out with the purpose
of clarifying the main active species in the photocatalytic
process of RhB degradation.

As shown in Figure 5, when TBA was added, the pho-
tocatalytic degradation of RhB was decreased slightly. With
the introduction of TEOA, the photocatalytic activity also
decreased with the addition of hole-scavenger. At last, the
introduction of scavenger for ∙O

2

− (p-benz, 0.5mM) resulted

in a remarkable deactivation. These results clearly indicate
that superoxide radical ∙O

2

− plays the main role in the
photocatalytic performance.

Repeatability of the photocatalytic activity was tested by
running several cycles of photocatalytic degradation for RhB
over gcn70. Each cycle ran for the same time of 90min,
and the photocatalyst was filtered to use for next cycle. As
shown in Figure 6(a), gcn70 could still degrade RhB by nearly
90% after running 5 cycles, indicating quite good stability
for photocatalytic degradation for RhB. Moreover, the XRD
patterns spectra (Figure 6(b)) of gcn70 sample are almost the
same before and after running for 5 cycles of photocatalytic
degradation for RhB, which further proved the stability of the
composite photocatalyst.

Figure 7 presents the PL spectra of the samples. Obvi-
ously, a KTO modification leads to a significant fluorescence
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Figure 6: (a) Cycling test for the degradation of RhB by gcn70 sample and (b) XRD patterns of gcn70 before and after the cycling test.
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Figure 7: Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of g-C
3
N
4
and gcn70.

quenching of the gcn70 composite because it prevents the
recombination of photogenerated charge pairs. In order to
rule out the possibility that the PL intensity decreased when
the g-C

3
N
4
was diluted with KTO in the composite, the

intensity was normalized to the mass of g-C
3
N
4
.

As mentioned above, the composites CN/KTO have
shownmuchbetter photocatalytic activity than eitherKTOor
g-C
3
N
4
under visible light irradiation. It is known that under

visible light irradiation, g-C
3
N
4
can be excited due to the

appropriate band gap (2.7 eV), whereas KTO is inert owing
to its wide band gap. Since the conduction band bottom of
g-C
3
N
4
(−1.13 eV) [15] is more negative than that of KTO

(−0.96 eV) [1, 2, 16], the photoexcited electrons on g-C
3
N
4

could be directly injected into the CB of KTO through the
well-developed interfaces. The charge transfer from g-C

3
N
4

to KTO was also confirmed by the significantly decreased
photoluminescence intensity of gcn70 in comparison with

that of g-C
3
N
4
(see Figure 7). It is believed that the effective

charge transfer can inhibit the recombination of photogener-
ated electrons and holes and thus enhance the photocatalytic
activity. The photoinduced electrons diffuse to the surface
and reacted with the oxygen molecule (electron acceptor),
generating superoxide radicals ∙O

2

−. The active superoxide
radicals are highly oxidative to decompose RhB effectively.
On the basis of experimental results and theoretical analysis,
a possible synergistic mechanism for the charge transfer
between g-C

3
N
4
and KTO and for the enhanced photocat-

alytic activity of RhB degradation was proposed as illustrated
in Figure 8.

4. Conclusions

The novel g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3
composites were successfully

prepared by a facile and simple ultrasonic dispersion
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Figure 8: Proposed mechanism for the photodegradation of RhB on CN/KTO composite.

method. The resulting g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3
composites showed

an enhanced photocatalytic activity for degradation of RhB
under visible light irradiation, and the optimal mass ratio of
g-C
3
N
4
/KTaO

3
was 70/30. Owing to the well-aligned energy

band edges and interface between g-C
3
N
4
and KTaO

3
, effec-

tive photogenerated charge carrier transfer and separation
was evidenced by photoluminescence, which suppressed the
recombination of electrons and holes. As a consequence, the
photocatalytic activity of the g-C

3
N
4
/KTaO

3
composite was

significantly improved.
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The light output of dipole source in three types of light-emitting diodes (LEDs), including the conventional planar LED, the nanorod
LED, and the localized surface plasmon (LSP) assisted LED by inserting silver nanoparticles in the gaps between nanorods, was
studied by use of two-dimensional finite difference time domainmethod.The height of nanorod and the size of silver nanoparticles
were variables for discussion. Simulation results show that a large height of nanorod induces strongwavelength selectivity, which can
be significantly enhanced by LSP. On condition that the height of nanorod is 400 nm, the diameter of silver nanoparticle is 100 nm,
and the wavelength is 402.7 nm, the light-output efficiency for LSP assisted LED is enhanced by 190% or 541% as compared to the
nanorod counterpart or the planar counterpart, respectively. The space distribution of Poynting vector was present to demonstrate
the significant enhancement of light output at the resonant wavelength of LSP.

1. Introduction

High-efficiency GaN-based light-emitting diode (LED) has
tremendous potential for general lighting. However, in con-
ventional planar epilayers, the InGaN/GaN multiple quan-
tum well (MQW) contains large strain, which would induce
a high dislocation density and piezoelectric field, due to
the mismatches in lattice constant and thermal expansion
between heteroepitaxial layers. To mitigate the strain in
MQWs, nanorod LEDs were proposed [1]. The active layer
is composed of nanoscale rod array in nanorod LEDs instead
of planar thin-film in conventional counterparts. A straight-
forward fabrication method for nanorod LEDs is to etch the
planar epilayers with nanoscale patterned mask [2–10]. In
these published literatures, most researchers focused on the
strain relaxation processes, and few studies were involved
in light-output enhancement. To improve the light output,
the nanorod LED was annealed in a mixture of N

2
and

NH
3
gases [2]. Moreover, the size of the nanorods [6] and

the spatial occupation factor of the nanorod sidewall [7],
which was defined by the sidewall length over the unetched
area of planar epilayer, should be carefully selected. As for
the light extraction efficiency, after the alumina powders
were spin-coated on the p-GaN layer as mask for etching of
nanorod array, the residual alumina particles on the top of
nanorods benefit the light extraction efficiency [10].

Localized surface plasmon (LSP) has attracted much
attention for the enhancement of light output in LEDs [11–
20]. The LSP provides a fast energy transfer channel by
coupling the excited dipole energy of MQWs into surface
plasmon modes of noble metal particles and consequently
enhances the spontaneous emission rate of MQWs, thereby
improving the light output of LEDs. However, due to the
exponential decay of the LSP evanescent field, the penetration
depth of the LSP field into the GaN material is limited
to be several tens of nanometers [21]. On the other hand,
the p-GaN is generally thicker than 100 nm to maintain
p-n junction. In order to place the metal particles within
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Figure 1: Schematic structure of (a) planar LED, (b) nanorod LED, and (c) LSP assisted LED. (d) is an enlarged view of the vicinity of dipole
source in (c). The red circle is the dipole source.

the fringing field ofMQWs for effectiveMQW-LSP coupling,
the metal particles were embedded into the n-GaN [11–13] or
p-GaN [14–17] layers. However, the epitaxial growth process
must be interrupted for the fabrication of metal particles
and the epilayers following the metal particles may exhibit
poor crystal quality. Alternately, after the epitaxial wafer was
completely finished, the p-GaN layer was partially etched;
if the etching part is thinner enough, the LSP assisted light
emission was significantly enhanced [18–20]. For the case of
nanorod LEDs, the noble metal particles can be placed in
the gaps between the nanorods without additional etching
process.

In this paper, the nanorod LEDs with the assistance of
silver LSP are proposed, and the light output of dipole source
in the planar LED, the nanorod LED, and the LSP assisted
LED is studied by two-dimensional finite difference time
domain (2D FDTD) method.

2. Materials and Methods

In order to clarify the effects of the nanorod array and the LSP,
three types of LED chips shown in Figure 1 were simulated
by 2D FDTD method. The first type is the conventional
planar LED. The second type is the nanorod LED, in which
the nanorod array was achieved by etching part of planar
epilayers and filling SiO

2
in the gaps for passivation. The

third one is the LSP assisted LED by inserting silver (Ag)
nanoparticles in the gaps between nanorods. The width of
the nanorods was set to be 𝑤NR = 100 nm and the height,
ℎNR, was chosen as a variable. The spacing between the Ag
nanoparticle and the surrounding SiO

2
sidewall was set to

be 𝑠
0
= 10 nm, as shown in Figure 1(d). This can be realized

by employing core-shell Ag/SiO
2
nanoparticles. The widths

of gaps were set to be 𝑤
𝑔
= 𝑑Ag + 2 × 𝑠0, where 𝑑Ag is

the diameter of Ag nanoparticles. In order to reduce the
computation resource [22], our model is only composed of
four layers, including a 0.2 𝜇m thick p-GaN layer, a 2 𝜇m
thick n-GaN layer, a 1 𝜇m thick sapphire substrate, and a
perfect electrical conductor (PEC) layer.TheMQW layer was
simplified as the interface between the two types of GaN
layers, and the electric point dipole was chosen as the source
for spontaneous emission. The dipole source was placed at
the middle of the horizontal axis of the chip, of which the
width was set to be𝑤chip = 5.22 𝜇mand the nanorods were in
symmetric distribution with regard to the dipole source. Due
to the isotropic emission feature, two orthogonal orientations
of dipole source shown in Figure 1(d) were considered [22].
The mesh grids in the vicinity of the dipole source and the
Ag nanoparticles were set to be 1 nm.The power monitor was
placed at 0.45 𝜇m distance from the top surface of p-GaN
layer.The perfect matched layer (PML) boundaries were used
and the maximum simulation time was set to be a large value
of 2 000 fs, while the simulation would automatically shut off
early when the total energy within the simulation domain
drops to 1 × 10−8 of the maximum energy injected.

The material parameters used in our simulation were
from experimental data [23, 24]. However, the discrete
experimental data should be represented by a continuous
function in FDTD simulation. Using the multicoefficient
fitting algorithm [25], the refractive indices of Ag [23] and
GaN [24] in thewavelength range from300 nm to 800 nmcan
be described by an analytic model, and the fitting curves are
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Figure 2: The experimental data and fitting curves of (a) the real part and (b) the imaginary part of refractive index, 𝑛, of Ag.
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Figure 3: The experimental data and fitting curves of (a) the real part and (b) the imaginary part of refractive index, 𝑛, of GaN.

shown in Figures 2 and 3. On the other hand, the refractive
indices of sapphire and SiO

2
were constants of 1.78084 and

1.46665, respectively.
Since the dipole-LSP coupling is strongly depending on

the distance and the particle size, the ℎNR varied from 100 nm
to 500 nm with the interval of 100 nm, and the 𝑑Ag varied
from 20 nm to 200 nm with the interval of 20 nm. Because
the𝑤chip was fixed while 𝑑Ag varied, the number of nanorods,
𝑚NR = 2 × floor{(1/2)𝑤chip/(𝑤NR + 𝑑Ag + 2𝑠0)}, in each
serial of simulation was also a variable, where floor{𝑥} was
the arithmetic operation to find the closest integer less than 𝑥.

The minimal value of 𝑚NR was calculated as 16 for 𝑑Ag =
200 nm, while the maximum was 36 for 𝑑Ag = 20 nm.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the light-output efficiency, 𝜂, which was
defined by light-output power normalized to the source
power. It is shown from the left columnof figures, Figure 4(a),
that the 𝜂 for planar LEDs are always less than 17%. A high
degree of coincidence of 𝜂(𝜆) curves for various ℎNR and 𝑑Ag
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Figure 4: The light-output efficiency of dipole source, 𝜂, in (a) planar LED, (b) nanorod LED, and (c) LSP assisted LED, where ℎNR =
[100, 200, 300, 400, 500] nm and 𝑑Ag = [20, 40, 60, . . . , 200] nm.
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Figure 5:The enhancement of the light-output efficiency, 𝛾, for (a) nanorod LEDs as compared to planar LEDs at ℎNR = 500 nm and (b) LSP
assisted LEDs as compared to nanorod LEDs at ℎNR = 400 nm, where 𝑑Ag = [20, 40, 60, . . . , 200] nm. Note that 𝛾 > 1means the enhancement
while 𝛾 < 1 is the degradation.

shows that the calculation errors coming from the different
mesh grids can be ignored.

Figure 4(b) shown in the middle column are the results
for nanorod LEDs. Generally, the 𝜂 increases as the 𝑑Ag
increases because of the larger surface area and reduced
absorption of GaN material. On the condition of ℎNR =
100 nm, all 𝜂 over the whole wavelength range for nanorod
LEDs are higher than that for planar counterparts, which
imply that the short nanorod does not induce strong reso-
nance oscillation at specific wavelength and mainly provides
scattering centers. However, if ℎNR increases, the strong
wavelength selectivity occurs.The 𝜂 fluctuates intensively and
the fluctuation is expanded with the increasing of ℎNR, 𝑑Ag,
and 𝜆. The 𝜂 in the short wavelength range, e.x. from 400 nm
to 470 nm, exhibits significant enhancement, especially in
the case of 𝑑Ag being 500 nm. The maximal value of 𝜂 for
nanorod LED is 28.9%, which is enhanced by 108% compared
to the planar counterpart, in the case of ℎNR = 500 nm,
𝑑Ag = 200 nm, and 𝜆 = 431.65 nm, as shown in Figure 5(a).
However, in specific domain of longer wavelength range, the
𝜂 is reduced as compared to the planar LED. For example, as
shown in Figure 5(a), in the case of ℎNR = 500 nm and 𝑑Ag =
20 nm, the 𝜂 for nanorod LED is less than that for planar LED
in the wavelength range from 550.5 nm to 568.5 nm.

The results for LSP assisted LED are shown in Figure 4(c)
in the right column. On the condition of ℎNR = 100 nm,
the 𝜂 for LSP assisted LED are always lower than nanorod
counterparts, except the case of 𝑑Ag = 20 nm. This can
be ascribed to the competition of the absorption loss from

Ag material and the scattering effect from Ag metal mirror.
The absorption loss is always the dominant effect unless the
particle size is small enough. If ℎNR increases, the LSP takes
effect and provides significant wavelength selectivity. With
the increasing of ℎNR from 200 nm to 500 nm, the significant
enhancement of 𝜂 appears firstly in the long wavelength,
e.x. nearby 610 nm, then in short wavelength, e.x. nearby
400 nm, and later in middle wavelength range, e.x. nearby
535 nm. The maximal value of 𝜂 for LSP assisted LED is
58.5%, which is enhanced by 190% compared to the nanorod
counterpart, in the case of ℎNR = 400 nm, 𝑑Ag = 100 nm, and
𝜆 = 402.7 nm, as shown in Figure 5(b). As compared to the
planar counterpart, this 𝜂 is enhanced by 541%. Note that the
maximum of 𝜂 shown in Figure 4(c) and the maximal value
of 𝛾, which is the enhancement of 𝜂, shown in Figure 5(b) do
not coincide. On the other hand, the suppressing of 𝜂 still
exists. For example, as shown in Figure 5(b), in the case of
ℎNR = 400 nm and 𝑑Ag less than 120 nm, the 𝜂 for LSP assisted
LED is less than that for planar LED in the wavelength range
from 460 nm to 555 nm.

The 𝜂 was estimated by the average value of independent
simulation results for each orientation of the dipole source
shown in Figure 1(d). To further understand the effects of LSP
on different polarization of dipole source, the magnitude of
Poynting vector at the wavelength of 402.7 nm and 460 nm is
shown in Figures 6 and 7 in the case of ℎNR = 400 nm and
𝑑Ag = 100 nm. As shown in Figure 4, for LSP assisted LED,
the 𝜂 reached maximum at 𝜆 = 402.7 nm, while the 𝜂 at 𝜆 =
460 nm is a relative small value.
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Figure 6: As the polarization of dipole source is along the horizontal direction, the magnitude of Poynting vector at the wavelength of
(a) 402.7 nm and (b) 460 nm, where ℎNR = 400 nm and 𝑑Ag = 100 nm.

Figure 6 shows the magnitude of Poynting vector as the
polarization of dipole source is along the horizontal direction.
It is shown that the light energy is confined well in the planar
LEDs at the two wavelengths. Two diffraction orders can
be observed due to the planar structure. For the nanorod
LEDs, most of the light energy is restricted in the nanorod.
Due to the strong resonance oscillation at the wavelength
of 402.7 nm, the light energy is much higher than that at
the wavelength of 460 nm. In addition, lots of light energy
leaks out of the nanorod downward to the n-GaN layer, but
the light energy which escaped from the top surface is still
limited. In the case of LSP assisted LEDs, the significant
enhancement of light output is achieved at the resonant
wavelength of 402.7 nm. Since the dipole source is placed
above the Ag nanoparticles, the LSP is mainly located on the
top surface of nanoparticles, and thus the lights generated
from the LSP escape from the chip via the top surface; thereby
the downward-leaking light energy is suppressed. For the
detuning wavelength of 460 nm, the Ag nanoparticles do not
produce the LSP but provide the reflective effects and surfer
absorption loss; therefore, the light output at 460 nm for LSP
assisted LED is less than that for nanorod LED.

As shown in Figure 7, on condition that the polarization
of dipole source is along the perpendicular direction, the
results are similar to the horizontal-polarization case shown
in Figure 6. The light energy from the dipole source with
perpendicular polarization expands widely toward left side
and right side, and thus the confinement effects from the
nanorod and the dipole-LSP coupling from the Ag nanopar-
ticles are reduced. Consequently, the light output from the
dipole sourcewith perpendicular polarization is less than that
with horizontal polarization.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the light output of dipole source which escaped
from planar LED, nanorod LED, and LSP assisted LED is
studied by use of 2D FDTD method. The maximal value
of light-output efficiency for LSP assisted LED is enhanced
by 190% or 541% as compared to the nanorod counter-
part or the planar counterpart, respectively. The significant
enhancement of light output at the resonant wavelength
of LSP was demonstrated by the space distribution of
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Figure 7: As the polarization of dipole source is along the perpendicular direction, the magnitude of Poynting vector at the wavelength of
(a) 402.7 nm and (b) 460 nm, where ℎNR = 400 nm and 𝑑Ag = 100 nm.

the Poynting vector. Although only the dipole-LSP coupling
was considered in this paper, these results can be extended to
the MQW-LSP coupling, since the MQW can be modeled by
multiple electric dipole sources located in specific positions
with orthogonal polarizations.
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Hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures are synthesized via a hydrothermal method and a subsequent annealed process. When
evaluated for use in lithium-ion batteries, hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures show a high initial discharge capacity of
1370mAh/g and a high reversible capacity of 1148mAh/g over 20 cycles at a current density of 100mA/g. Superior rate performance
with coulombic efficiency of about 100% upon galvanostatic cycling is also revealed. The excellent electrochemical properties
of hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures make it a promising alternative anode material for high power lithium-ion batteries
applications.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing demands for the high power recharge-
able lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been propelling the
researches on the high performance electrodematerials [1, 2].
The commercialized graphite-based anode materials exhibit
excellent charge and discharge cycling performance, but their
low specific capacities are far from the requirement of the
high energy LIBs [3]. Recently, transition metal oxides (MO,
where M refers to Co, Fe, Ti, or Ni) have aroused intense
interests in the field of LIBs since their high electrochemical
capacities were first reported by Poizot et al. [4]. Different
from the classical intercalation reaction, the conversion
reaction mechanism is adopted in transition metal oxides
for the lithium-ion storage [5]. Theoretical and experimental
investigations further demonstrate the occurrence of the
multiple redox reaction between the transition metal oxides
and lithium, which will lead to the high capacities in the
transition metal oxides based LIBs [6–10].

Cobalt monoxide (CoO) with a relatively high theoretical
capacity of 715mAh/g is one of the potential candidate anode
materials for rechargeable LIBs [11]. However, similar to other
transitionmetal oxides anodematerials, the poor cycle stabil-
ity and rate capability of CoO anode materials hamper their
large scale practical applications in LIBs [12–14]. Previous
studies show that the poor electrochemical performance of

CoO anode materials is mainly due to the low conductivity
and drastic volume change during lithiation/delithiation
cycles [15, 16]. In recent years, considerable efforts have
been devoted to overcome this drawback and an intuitively
straightforward route is to decrease the size of the CoO anode
materials to nanoscale [17–19]. Nanosized electrodematerials
with high specific surface may increase the contact area
between the electrolyte and electrode materials and shorten
the path length for Li ion transport during electrochemical
reaction, which would do favor to the improvement of the
discharge capacities [20–22].

In this paper, we report the synthesis of hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures via a hydrothermal method followed
by a subsequent thermal annealing process.Hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures with the size of 5–7𝜇m are consisting
of many nanoparticles chains. The as-synthesized hierarchi-
cal CoO nano/microstructures exhibit a high initial capacity
of about 1370mAh/g and superior cycle stability. Good rate
capability is also obtained in CoO nano/microstructures as
anode materials for LIBs.

2. Experimental

The detailed synthesis process of hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures is described as follows. To begin, 1.50 g
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(25mmol) of urea and 0.05 g of cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) are dissolved in 30mL of deionized
water under magnetic stirring. After the solution becomes
transparent, 10mL 0.5M of CoSO

4
⋅7H
2
O is added and

stirred for another 10 minutes. Finally, the whole mixture
is transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave and maintained
at 120∘C for 12 h. When the autoclave is cooled to room
temperature naturally, the rosy products are collected by
filtration, rinsed several times with deionized water and
absolute ethyl alcohol, and dried at 60∘C. Finally, black CoO
materials are obtained by thermal decomposition of the rosy
precursor at 500∘C for 2 h in a vacuum of 10−5 torr.

The samples are characterized by X-ray powder diffrac-
tion (XRD, Philips X’pert PRO diffractometer, Cu K𝛼 radia-
tion), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM,
Hitachi S-4800, Japan), and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL, 2010, 200 kV). To
investigate the electrochemical properties of the as-prepared
CoO hierarchical nano/microstructures, two-electrode coin-
type cells are assembled with lithium metal as counter and
reference electrodes.Theworking electrode was fabricated by
spreading the mixture of CoO, acetylene black (ATB), and
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in a weight ratio of 7 : 2 : 1
onto the copper foil. The electrode was then dried at 120∘C
for 2 h and cut into a disk. The electrolyte solution was 1M
LiPF
6
dissolved in a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and

diethyl carbonate (DEC) with the volume radio of EC/DEC =
1 : 1. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) test is conducted at room
temperature, using the electrochemical workstation (CHI
660C) at a scan rate of 0.2mV/s in a range of 0.01–3.0V
versus Li/Li+. The rate capacity and the cycle performance
are measured by a galvanostatic discharge-charge method
at current densities of 100mA/g, 200mA/g, 300mA/g, and
500mA/g, respectively, in the range of 0.01–3.0V with a
multichannel battery test system (Land CT 2001A).

3. Results and Discussion

The crystalline phase of the as-prepared products was ana-
lyzed by XRD. Figure 1(a) shows the diffraction patterns for
the products. All the characteristic diffraction peaks can
be assigned to cubic CoO (JCPDS 78-0341, a = 4.2602 Å).
In addition, no additional diffraction peaks were detected,
indicating the high purity of the CoO products. FESEM
image (Figure 1(b)) illustrates the typical morphologies of
the obtained CoO products. These CoO products are of
hierarchical structures with diameters in the range of 5–
7 𝜇m. Figure 1(c) represents the TEM image of a single
CoO hierarchical structure, which is assembled from many
nanosized branches radiating from a center. The HRTEM
image (Figure 1(d)) further demonstrates that these radial
nanosized branches are composed of numerous nanoparticles
with the size of several nanometers. The measured lattice
spacing of 0.216 nm corresponds to the (200) planes of cubic
CoO.

Cyclic voltammogram (CV) measurements were carried
out to investigate the electrochemical properties of the hier-
archical CoO nano/microstructures as anode materials for

the LIBs. Figure 2 shows the first three CV curves at a scan
rate of 0.2mV/s in the range of 0.01–3.0V. In the first cycle,
a wide and irreversible reduction peak at about 0.20V is
observed, corresponding to the electrochemical lithiation
reaction of the CoO and the formation of the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) layer. Previous studies reveal that the SEI
layer might be formed on the surface of the transition metal
oxides and results in the irreversible peak in the first CV
curve [23, 24]. In the anodic scan process, a broad anodic
peak is recorded at about 2.3 V, which is ascribed to the
complex oxidation ofmetallic cobalt to cobalt oxide.The total
chemical reaction can be expressed as CoO + 2Li ↔ Li

2
O

+ Co [11]. The CV curve of the second cycle nearly overlaps
with the curve for the third cycle, indicating the good cyclic
stability of the CoO.

To investigate the lithium storage capacity, the gal-
vanostatic discharge-charge performances were measured
in the voltage window of 0.01–3.0V at a current density
of 100mA/g. Figure 3 displays the 1st, 2nd, and 20th gal-
vanostatic discharge-charge curves for the hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures. A long potential plateau at about 1.0 V,
followed by a sloping curve down to the cutoff voltage of
0.01 V, is clearly observed from the first discharge curve. The
long potential plateau could be ascribed to the conversion
reaction between CoO and Li, while the sloping curve
corresponds to the formation of the SEI layer [25].The initial
specific discharge capacity goes up to asmuch as 1370mAh/g,
which is much higher than its theoretical value of 715mAh/g.
The extra capacity could be ascribed to the formation of a
polymer-gel-like film during the reduction process of CoO to
Co and the formation of a Co/Li

2
O interface in the course

of the heterogeneous solid-state reaction process [26]. For
the first charge, a voltage plateau at around 2.3 V is recorded,
corresponding to the process of oxidation of metallic Co to
CoO and the decomposition of the Li

2
O, which is in accord

with the CV measurement. The initial coulombic efficiency
reaches 71.5% with the discharge and charge capacities of
1370 and 981mAh/g, respectively. Compared to the initial
discharge/charge curve, the discharge curves undergo a
notable change in subsequent cycles, with shorter potential
plateaus and longer sloping ranges. After the 20th cycle,
the discharge and the charge capacities become 1148 and
1119mAh/g, respectively, demonstrating the good capacity
retention and cycle stability of the as-prepared hierarchical
CoO nano/microstructures materials.

Figure 4 shows the discharge capacities of the as-prepared
hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures as a function of
the cycle number at different current densities. The CoO
materials display a superior cyclic stability as well as high
capacity. The initial discharge capacity is 1370mAh/g at a
current density of 100mA/g. The discharge capacity of the
20th cycle is as high as 1144mAh/g, which is 83.5% of
the first discharge capacities. The rate performance of the
hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures is also revealed, and
the discharge capacities at 100mA/g, 200mA/g, 300mA/g,
and 500mA/g are 1370mAh/g, 1040mAh/g, 822mAh/g, and
593mAh/g, respectively. Even under the high current density
of 500mA/g, the capacity of CoO is still higher than the
theoretical capacity of commercial graphite anodes’ materials
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Figure 1: (a) XRD pattern of the as-prepared CoO products. ((b)–(d)) Characterization of hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures: (b)
FESEM image, (c) TEM image, and (d) HRTEM image.

of 372mAh/g. Moreover, when the current density reduces
to 100mA/g again, the capacity reaches back to 1054mAh/g
accordingly. The coulombic efficiency of the CoO is close to
100% during the cycles.

The superior electrochemical performance of the as-
prepared hierarchical CoOnano/microstructuresmight orig-
inate from their unique nano/microstructures. The hier-
archical CoO nano/microstructures with the size of sev-
eral micrometers are composed of many CoO nano-
particles chains. The high specific surface of the CoO
nanoparticles and the large porosity of the hierarchical
nano/microstructures increase the contact area between the

electrolyte and CoO electroactive materials and shorten
the path length for Li+ transport, improving the discharge
capacity and the cycle stability of the CoO as anode materials
for LIBs. Furthermore, the good rate performance of the CoO
can be attributed to the electrochemical milling effect [27,
28], which can be observed in various metal oxides systems,
including Fe

3
O
4
and Cu

2
O-Li
2
O composite electrodes.

4. Conclusion

Hierarchical CoO nano/microstructures have been success-
fully synthesized by using a hydrothermal method and
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an annealing procedure. The as-prepared hierarchical CoO
nano/microstructures exhibit superior electrochemical per-
formance as anode materials for LIBs. A high discharge
capacity of 1370mAh/g and the retained discharge capac-
ity of about 1144mAh/g over 20 cycles are achieved at a
current density of 100mA/g. The excellent electrochemi-
cal performance might originate from these unique CoO
nano/microstructures. Ourworks shed light on the extending
applications of CoO as anode materials for high power LIBs.
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A novel recyclable photocatalyst was fabricated by hydrothermal method to immobilize the cross-linked ZnO nanowalls on the
bamboo surface.The resultant samples were characterized by using scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD),
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) techniques. FTIR spectra demonstrated that the
cross-linked wurtzite ZnO nanowalls and bamboo surface were interconnected with each other by hydrogen bonds. Meanwhile,
the cross-linked ZnO nanowalls modified bamboo (CZNB) presented a superior photocatalytic ability and could be recycled at
least 3 times with a photocatalytic efficiency up to 70%. The current research provides a new opportunity for the development of
a portable and recycled biomass-based photocatalysts which can be an efficiently degraded pollutant solution and reused several
times.

1. Introduction

In recent years, environmental problems such as air andwater
pollution had provided the impetus for sustained fundamen-
tal and applied research in the area of environmental reme-
diation [1–3]. The wastewater from textile, paper, plastics,
rubber, cosmetics, and other drying industries contains resid-
ual dyes, which are not readily biodegradable [4]. These dyes
were invariably left in the industrial waste and consequently
discharged mostly to surface water resources, which were
greatly harmful to the environment, hazardous to human
health, and difficult to degrade by traditional techniques [5].
Recently, nanosized semiconductormaterials like TiO

2
[6, 7],

ZnO [8, 9], and SnO
2
[10], which mediate photocatalytic

decomposition of organic molecules, are paid tremendous
attention for the treatment of the organic pollutants of
wastewater [11, 12].One of themost important semiconductor
photocatalysts, especially for ZnO, has been greatly focused
on the photodegradation of the environmental pollutants due
to its high catalytic activity, low cost, and environmental
friendliness [13]. In the previous research, the structure or
morphology of the photocatalysts is considered to have a
strong relationship with their photocatalytic performance.
For instance, Guo et al. [14, 15] have demonstrated that

morphology of materials can be well controlled in some
important photocatalytic materials like BiOCl and Bi

2
S
3
.

Also, the interconnected nanostructures can greatly improve
their mechanical strength [16]. Many organic pollutants,
such as rhodamine B, methyl orange, phenols, dye, and
carboxylic acids, can be photodegraded by nanosized ZnO
materials under UV or visible light irradiation [8, 17–19].
The development of an efficient, green, and low-cost method
for the removal of organic pollutant compounds is essential
for the protection of the environment [20]. Wood, bamboo,
and cellulose are usually considered good candidates as
host materials of nanomaterials because they can improve
the stability, retain the special morphology, and control the
growth of nanoparticles. Meanwhile, these cellulose-based
materials have always been environmentally friendly, easily
biocompatible, easily designed, and feasibly biodegraded
[21, 22]. Therefore, the inorganic nanomaterials/polymer
composite materials can be considered as a portable catalyst.

Our previous research has confirmed that hydrothermal
method is a facile method for the growth of inorganic
nanomaterials on the surface of cellulose-based materials
such as wood [23–27]. Moreover, the porous wood substrate
rich in abundant hydroxyl groups provides a chance for the
deposition of inorganic nanomaterials in the hydrothermal
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process [28].Theporous structure in the surface andhydroxyl
groups have been shown to be very useful for the creation of
an inorganic nanoparticle/polymer catalyst. Bamboo surface
with similar chemical constituents of wood can also provide
a suitable template to prepare ZnO nanomaterial through
strong hydrogen bond and electronic interactions under
hydrothermal conditions. Herein, in our present work, a
portable catalyst of cross-linked ZnO nanowalls/bamboo
composites was prepared for the photocatalytic application
under UV light irradiation. Compared with those powder
photocatalysts, the as-prepared photocatalyst was very easily
separated from the dye aqueous solution and cyclically used.
We hope to provide a novel method for easy creation of
ZnO nanomaterial bound with cellulose-based materials.
The paper may provide a new and “green” pathway for the
design and fabrication of photocatalyticmaterials to solve the
problem of organic pollution.

2. Experimental
2.1. Raw Materials. All the chemicals were supplied by
Shanghai Boyle Chemical Co., Ltd., and used as received.
The moso bamboo was cut into slices with a size of 50mm
(tangential) × 20mm (radial) × 2mm (longitudinal). The
bamboo slices were ultrasonically rinsed in deionized water
and ethanol for 30min and vacuum-dried at 60∘C for 48 h.
The original bamboo sample was abbreviated as OB.

2.2. Immobilization of the Cross-Linked ZnO Nanowalls on
the Bamboo Surface. In a typical preparation method, zinc
acetate dihydrate (0.75M) was dissolved in methanol at 60∘C
under vigorous magnetic stirring. Then, the above solution
was added dropwise to a solution of monoethanolamine
with volume ratio of 1 : 1 at room temperature. The resulting
mixture solutions were then stirred at 60∘C for 30min. The
ZnO sol solution was thus obtained. Immobilization of the
cross-linked ZnO nanowalls on the bamboo surface was
employed by the following process. Firstly, bamboo slices
were coated by ZnO sol through a repeated dip-coating
process. The obtained bamboo slices were immersed into
the ZnO sol solution for 5min. After that, these bamboo
slices were dried at 80∘C for 5 hours using a drying oven.
The procedures from dip-coating to drying were repeated 5
times to obtain multilayer films. The bamboo sample coated
by ZnO sol was abbreviated as ZSB. Then, the cross-linked
ZnO nanowalls were grown via an aqueous solution route
with amixture solution consisting of zinc nitrate hexahydrate
(0.05M), hexamethylenetetramine (0.05M), polyvinyl alco-
hol (0.06M), anddeionizedwater (250mL).Themain growth
of the cross-linked ZnO nanowalls was carried out at 95∘C
for 1 h. The samples were collected and rinsed with distilled
water several times. Finally, the samples were dried at 50∘C
for 48 h. The cross-linked ZnO nanowalls that treated the
bamboo were abbreviated as CZNB.

2.3. Characterizations. Surface morphology of samples was
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI,
Quanta 200). The chemical compositions of the untreated
and treated bamboo were measured by energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) in connection with SEM. Crystalline

UV lamp

ZnO/bamboo

Dye solution

Magnetic pellet
Magnetic stirrer

photocatalyst

Figure 1: Experimental setup of photocatalytic degradation.

structures of the samples were identified by X-ray diffraction
technique (XRD, Rigaku, D/MAX 2200) operating with
CuK𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418 Å) at a scan rate (2𝜃) of 4∘min−1,
40 Kv, and 40mA, ranging from 5∘ to 80∘. Surface chemical
compositions of the samples were characterized by Fourier
transformation infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy using aThermo
Magna-IR 560 E.S.P FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet).

2.4. Measurement of Photocatalytic Activity. The photocat-
alytic activities of the as-prepared samples were assessed by
monitoring the degradation of rhodamine B (Rh B) solutions
at ambient temperature. A 35W mercury lamp (Hg lamp)
(Shanghai Rongbo Co., China) with main wavelength of
254 nm was used as ultraviolet light source. The degradation
experiments were carried out in a 100mL beaker, opening
to air, and the distance between the lamp and the solution
was about 10 cm. Magnetic stirring at a speed of 100 rpm was
applied to the solution. For a comparative study of photo-
catalytic activity, blank experiments using similar conditions
without the addition of photocatalysts were performed. The
bamboo slices with ZnO were added to 100mL of the
Rh B solution (50mg L−1) with ultrasonic treatment for
30min. Before the photocatalytic degradation, the solution
was magnetically stirred in dark environment for 60min to
reach the adsorption equilibrium. The change of solution
concentration in every 30min was measured to judge the
absorbability of catalysts in the dark. At every interval during
the process of 3 h, a series of aqueous solutions in a certain
volume were collected and were then analyzed on a TU-
1901 UV-vis spectrophotometer (TU-190, Beijing Purkinje,
China), and its maximum absorption wavelength of Rh Bwas
554.5 nm.

The efficiency was calculated by the following equation:

𝑌 = 100 × (
(𝐶 − 𝐶

0
)

𝐶
0

) , (1)

where 𝐶
0
and 𝐶 are the initial dye concentration and the

concentration at time 𝑡, respectively. The schematic diagram
of the photocatalytic reactor was shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: SEM images of the surface of (a) OB.The inset was its corresponding EDS spectrum. (b) ZSB.The inset was its corresponding EDS
spectrum. CZNB at (c) low and (d) high magnification, respectively. The inset in (d) was its corresponding EDS spectrum. (e) XRD spectra
of OB, ZSB, and CZNB. (e) FTIR spectra of OB and CZNB.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2(a) showed SEM image of the surface of OB. The
microstructures of OB could be clearly observed, which
displayed a kind of nonsmooth morphological surface. The

inset in Figure 2(a) gave a typical EDS spectrum of the
chemical compositions for OB. Only C, Au, and O elements
could be detected from the spectrum. The element of Au
came from the coating layer used for SEM observation and
C and O elements were from the bamboo substrate. After
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the formation process of CZNB.

the dip-coating process by ZnO sol, the microstructures of
OB were disappeared, which presented a smooth and clean
surface as shown in Figure 2(b). From the inset of this figure,
besides the signal of carbon and oxygen elements, weak peaks
corresponding to zinc element were also observed in the
spectrum of ZnO sol coated bamboo substrate, indicating
the formation of ZnO sol on the bamboo surface. Figure 2(c)
showed a SEM image of CZNB at low magnification. From
the SEM image, it could be clearly seen that thickly ZnO
nanostructured materials had been immobilized onto the
bamboo surface after the hydrothermal reaction. In the
magnified SEM image (Figure 2(d)), the morphology of
CZNB could be clearly observed. These cross-linked ZnO
nanowalls were randomly oriented due to the unevenness
of the bamboo surface, leading to the cross-linked ZnO
nanowalls observed most frequently. Moreover, the ZnO
nanosheets were interconnected with each other and had an
uneven surface morphology on a large scale with diameters
of about 0.5∼1 𝜇m. In the corresponding EDS spectrum of the
inset in Figure 2(c), Zn element with a strong peak could be
detected, indicating that ZnOhad been grownon the bamboo
surface.

Figure 2(e) displayed the XRD patterns of OB, ZSB, and
CZNB. The diffraction peaks at about 16∘ and 22∘ were
assigned to OB [29]. But, for ZSB, no other new diffraction
peaks were detected from the XRD patterns except for the
cellulose diffraction peaks from bamboo, whichmight be due
to the fact that the crystal phase of ZnO sol consisted of amor-
phous ZnO. After hydrothermal reaction, some new strong
diffraction peaks were observed and all diffraction peaks
could be assigned to thewurtzite-type ZnO (JCPDS, 36-1451).
No excess peaks were detected, implying that only high purity
ZnO nanostructure was formed following the hydrothermal
reaction. Figure 2(f) presented the FTIR absorption spectra
of OB and CZNB.The absorption peaks at 3321 cm−1 became
increasingly stronger, which was attributed to the stretching

vibrations of hydroxyl groups indicating that more hydroxyl
groups were assembled on the bamboo surface. The self-
assembly of the cross-linked ZnO nanowalls was achieved
by the hydrothermal reaction due to the interaction between
the O–H groups of bamboo surface and the deposited ZnO
[23, 27]. The absorption peaks at 2881 cm−1 were assigned
to the C–H stretching vibrations [30]. As we all know, the
peaks around 500 cm−1 were due to the vibration of metal–
oxygen (M–O) bonds as reported in the literature [31]. The
wide band observed in the 400–600 cm−1 frequency range
was characteristic of ZnO as previously reported [32].

Based on the results mentioned above, a schematic
diagram of the formation of CZNB using a hydrothermal
methodwas proposed, which could be helpful in understand-
ing the growth mechanism of wurtzite ZnO on the bam-
boo surface. The porous bamboo substrate with abundant
hydroxyl groups provided a chance for the deposition of ZnO
nanomaterials on the bamboo surface under hydrothermal
conditions (Figure 3(a)). When the bamboo substrate was
immersed in ZnO sol solution, the zinc alkoxides from
ZnO sol solution could adsorb onto the micronanoporous
structure through strong hydrogen bond and electronic inter-
actions (Figure 3(b)). With hydrothermal reaction, the zinc
alkoxides continuously hydrolyzed to form ZnO seeds for the
growth of CZNB (Figure 3(c)). Thus, the ZnO nanomaterials
were covered and immobilized well in the bamboo surface.

Rh B was adopted as a representative organic pollutant
to evaluate the photocatalytic performance of CZNB as pho-
tocatalysts. In this experiment, the commercially available
TiO
2
P25 (Degussa, Germany) was used as a photocatalytic

reference to help understand the photocatalytic activity
of CZNB. The photocatalytic activities of the as-prepared
samples and P25 were shown in Figure 4(a). The CZNB as
photocatalysts showed the highest photocatalytic activity.The
OB had a little photocatalytic activity of about 5.6% on Rh
B during the whole process, which was mainly due to the
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Figure 4: (a) Photocatalytic activity of OB, ZSB, P25, and CZNB, respectively. (b) Schematic photocatalytic mechanism of ZnO.

physical absorption effect of bamboo. In Figure 4(a), the Rh B
degradation efficiency was about 12.3% for ZSB. However, the
required time for an entire decolorization of Rh B over CZNB
as photocatalysts was about 180min, which wasmuch shorter
than P25. The photocatalytic efficiency of CZNB was greatly
enhanced, which was probably because the photocatalytic
activity of ZnO particles strongly depends on some specific
exposed crystal faces [33, 34]. This result would contribute
to the potential application of our ZnO/bamboo composite
materials to the treatment of dye wastewater.

Based on the above results, the photocatalytic activities
of CZNB under UV irradiation could be illuminated by
Figure 4(b). When the bamboo-based photocatalysts were
irradiated by UV light at 254 nm, which was with photon
energy higher than or equal to the band gap of ZnOnanocrys-
tals, holes could react with water adhering to the surfaces
of ZnO nanowalls to form highly reactive hydroxyl radicals
(∙OH).Meanwhile, on the surfaces of ZnOnanowalls, oxygen
was reduced as an electron captor to superoxide radical
anions (∙O

2

−). The radical anions were further combined
with H+ to form ∙OOH and ∙OOH radicals and the trapped
electrons combined to produce H

2
O
2
and this led to produc-

tion of hydroxyl radicals (∙OH). The formed radicals had a
powerful oxidation ability to degrade Rh B dye [35, 36].

Regeneration of ZnO photocatalyst was one of the key
steps to make heterogeneous photocatalysis technology for
practical applications. It was important to investigate the
stability and repeatability of the as-synthesized CZNB as a
photocatalyst in photocatalytic degradation of aqueous Rh B.
So, in our work, CZNB was recycled for three times in the
same photocatalytic reactions under ultraviolet irradiation.
After each cycle, which lasted for 180min, the photocatalyst
was separated from the suspension by tweezers, washed with
deionized water, dried, and used for a new cycle. Figure 5
presented the degradation evolution of Rh B for CZNB as a
photocatalyst at 180min illumination for the first three cycles.
Obviously, the photocatalytic activity of CZNB exhibited a
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Figure 5: Photocatalytic activity of CZNB as a photocatalyst at
180min illumination for the first three cycles. The insets were its
corresponding macrographs, respectively.

little decline after three cycles, and the degradation ratio was
still higher than 77%. It was obvious that the Rh B solutions
were degraded by CZNB under ultraviolet irradiation, result-
ing in the faded solution (Figure 5, insets).

4. Conclusions

The cross-linked ZnO nanowalls had been successfully
immobilized onto the bamboo surface using the hydrother-
mal method. The wurtzite cross-linked ZnO nanowalls were
attached to the bamboo surface through the hydroxyl group
interactions.The cross-linked ZnOnanowalls on the bamboo
surface showed a superior photocatalytic ability and could be
used as recyclable photocatalysts. This study also provided a
recycled green photocatalyst of the ZnO/bamboo composite
materials.
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Carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
nanomaterials have been synthesized by a facile hydrothermal method in which as-prepared Zn

2
SnO
4

was used as the precursor and glucose as the carbon source. The structural, morphological, and electrochemical properties
were investigated by means of X-ray (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
and electrochemical measurement. The first discharge/charge capacity of carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
was about 1248.8mAh/g and

873.2mAh/g at a current density of 200mA/g in the voltage range of 0.05V–3.0V, respectively, corresponding to Coulombic
efficiency of 69.92%. After 40 cycles, the capacity retained 400mAh/g, which is much better than bare Zn

2
SnO
4
.

1. Introduction

Tin-based oxidematerials have been considered as promising
anode materials in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) due to their
large lithium-ion capacities (over 600mAh/g [1]) at low
potentials and high densities [2–5], which is greater than that
of commercialized graphite anodes (372mAh/g) [6]. How-
ever, the practical usage of these anodes is hindered by their
poor capacity retention during cycling as well as the large
irreversible capacity during the first discharge/charge cycle
[7–10].This ismainly caused by a large volume change during
the lithium insertion and extraction, which is leading to the
pulverization of electrodes and rapid capacity fading [11–
14]. To overcome the large volume change, numerous efforts
have been made to develop anode materials with high energy
density and excellent cycling performance, one of which
is to synthesize nanosized materials with different shapes
and structures. It was also found that nanosized tin-based
oxides exhibit especially good electrochemical performance
on account of the large specific area and high Li-ion conduc-
tivity [15–18]. Another is to prepare carbonaceous materials
because carbon materials have high electronic conductivity
and favorable electrochemical performance, which not only
provides greatly improved electric conductivity, but also helps
buffer the severe volume change [19–21].

As an important semiconductormaterial, Zn
2
SnO
4
(Eg =

3.6 eV) has attracted much more attention owing to its appli-
cations in gas sensors [22, 23], photocatalysts [24, 25], and
solar cells [26, 27]. Recently, nanosized Zn

2
SnO
4
has been

successfully synthesized by various methods and applied in
lithium-ion batteries with good electrochemical properties.
For instance, Zhu et al. [28] synthesized inverse-spinel by
hydrothermalmethod. After 20 cycles, the reversible capacity
decayed to 664.7mAh/g at a current density of 50mA/g,
with an average capacity fade rate of 3.3% per cycle. Feng
et al. [29] synthesized single crystal Zn

2
SnO
4
cubes with

reversible capacity of 775mAh/g after 20 cycles at a current
density of 50mA/g. Rong et al. [30] synthesized cube-shaped
particles with the reversible capacity of 580mAh/g and a
slowly fading capacity after 50 cycles at a current density
of 50mA/g. To the best of our knowledge, little attention
has been paid to carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
as anode materials

for lithium-ion batteries at a bigger current density. In this
study, carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
materials were made by a

facile hydrothermal method using the Zn
2
SnO
4
octahedron

as the precursor and glucose as the carbon source. The
electrochemical properties were investigated, and the elec-
trochemical tests showed that the carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4

exhibits high rate capability and long cycle life comparedwith
bare Zn

2
SnO
4
, indicating its promising application as anode

for lithium-ion batteries.
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Figure 1: (a) XRD result of bare and carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
and (b) TGA of the as-obtained carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of Bare and Carbon-Coated Zn
2
SnO
4
. In a

typical synthesis, 0.025M SnCl
4
⋅ 5H
2
O and 0.05M ZnSO

4
⋅

7H
2
O were dissolved in 60mL distilled water, and then

1MNaOH was added dropwise to the mixture under mag-
netic stirring. After 20min, the slurry was transferred to
a 100mL Teflon autoclave, heated at 200∘C in an electric
oven for 24 h, and then cooled down to room temperature
naturally. After the reaction, the precipitate was centrifuged
andwashedwith distilled water and ethanol and then dried at
60∘C for 3 h. The bare Zn

2
SnO
4
was obtained by carbonizing

precursor at 450∘C for 3 h under air.
Then, 0.2 g obtained-bare Zn

2
SnO
4
was dispersed in

mixed solution of distilled and ethanol by ultrasonication,
and then 1 g glucose was dissolved in the mixed solution
by magnetic stirring for 30min. The mixed solution was
placed in a Teflon autoclave, and then it was placed in an
electric oven at 180∘C for 16 h. After cooling down in air, the
carbon precursor-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
was obtained by washing

with distilled water and ethanol and dried in a vacuum
oven at 60∘C for 3 h. Hereafter, the as-prepared product was
carbonized at 450∘C for 3 h under nitrogen flow to obtain
carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
.

2.2. Sample Characterizations. The morphology of the as-
prepared product was characterized by field-emission scan-
ning electron microscopy (FESEM, JEOL, and JSM-6700F).
The crystalline structure of the product was analyzed by an
X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Y-2000) with Cu K𝛼 radiation
(𝜆 = 1.5418 Å) at a scan rate of 0.04∘s−1. Transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission
electronmicroscopy (HRTEM) observationswere carried out
on a JEOL JEM-2010 instrument in bright field.

2.3. Electrochemical Test. Electrochemical performance eval-
uations were performed with coin cells using Li foil as

counter electrode. The working electrodes were prepared
by mixing the bare Zn

2
SnO
4
or carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
,

carbon black and polyvinyldifluoride (PVDF) at a weight
ratio of 70 : 15 : 15. The mixture was dissolved in 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone (NMP) forming a slurry and was uniformly
cast on a thick copper foil. The electrolyte consists of 1M
solution of LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl
carbonate (DEC) (1 : 1 by volume). Electrochemical cells
were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox. The charge-
discharge cycling was performed by using a multichannel
battery tester (model SCN, Bitrode, USA). Discharge/charge
measurements were performed in the voltage range 0.05V–
3.00V at a current density of 200mA/g.

3. Results and Discussion

As reported in the literatures, glucose-derived carbon pre-
cursor (PS) can be readily integrated onto nanostructure
in solution and furthermore carbonized at a temperature
as low as 400∘C [31]. In this work, throughout a complex
polymerization of glucose at 180∘C in the autoclave, the color
of sample turned from white to puce, indicating that organic
carbonaceous layers exist. After heat treatment at 450∘C for
3 h under nitrogen atmosphere, the sample became black,
indicating existing carbon layer.

All the diffraction peaks of the two samples were consis-
tent with the data of pure reverse spinel Zn

2
SnO
4
(JPCDS

No. 74-2184), indicating that the glucose did not affect the
configuration of sample in the process of hydrothermal syn-
thesis. From the XRD patterns, no other peaks are detected,
accounting for the low carbon content or forming amorphous
carbon. Figure 1(b) shows the TGA curve of carbon-coated
Zn
2
SnO
4
in air between 30∘C and 800∘C. The weight loss

before 100∘C is due to the loss of water.The continuousweight
loss between 400∘C and 600∘C signifies the removal of the
combustion of the carbon layers into carbon oxides. The
carbon content in carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
is estimated to be

14.3% based on the TGA analysis.
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Figure 2: SEM images of (a) bare and (b) carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
. (c) Low-magnification and (d) high-magnification TEM image of the

as-obtained carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
.

Representative SEM images of as-obtained products are
observed in Figure 2. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show a typical
image of the bare Zn

2
SnO
4
and carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
,

respectively. As can be seen, the sample of bare Zn
2
SnO
4
is

dispersive quasi-octahedron shape with an average diameter
of about 300 nm and nanoparticles on its surface. From
Figure 2(b), it can be seen that the nanoparticles on the
surface disappear and the morphology of carbon-coated
Zn
2
SnO
4
shows quasisphere. All of the quasi-octahedron

Zn
2
SnO
4
is uniformly coated by amorphous carbon layer

and the sample is well dispersive as before after coating. The
decoration of carbon on the surface of Zn

2
SnO
4
is further

investigated by TEM in Figures 2(c) and 2(d), from which
carbon layer coated on the surface of quasi-octahedron sam-
ples is markedly observed. It is noteworthy that introducing
the amorphous carbon layer does not affect the other features
of Zn

2
SnO
4
. From HRTEM image in Figure 2(d), it can be

confirmed that the average thickness of carbon layer is about
35 nm and the carbon layer closely sticks to the Zn

2
SnO
4

surface without vacant space between the carbon “shell”
and Zn

2
SnO
4
“core.” It is expected to provide good electric

conductivity and help buffer the volume change of anode
materials.

Recently, different morphology and structures of
Zn
2
SnO
4
electrodes have been demonstrated to improve the

cycling capability, but the electrochemical performance of
dispersive carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
nanomaterials at higher

current density was rarely investigated. To demonstrate the
potential use of the carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
as an anode for

LIBs, we carried out a comparison of the electrochemical
performance of the bare Zn

2
SnO
4

and carbon-coated
Zn
2
SnO
4
. Galvanostatic charge-discharge test was carried

out at a current density of 200mA/g between 0.05 and 3.00V.
The bare Zn

2
SnO
4
and carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
electrodes

show similar voltage profiles which agree well with that
previously reported Zn

2
SnO
4
materials. As reported, the

electrochemical reaction mechanism of Li with Zn
2
SnO
4
can

be described in (1)–(3).The theoretical maximum capacity of
Zn
2
SnO
4
is about 547mAh/g based on (2) and (3) according

to the reaction mechanism proposed by Rong et al. [30]:

8Li+ + Zn
2
SnO
4
+ 8e → 2Zn + Sn + 4Li

2
O (1)

𝑥Li+ + Sn + 𝑥e− ⇐⇒ Li
𝑥
Sn, 𝑥 ≦ 4.4 (2)

𝑦Li+ + Zn + 𝑦e− ⇐⇒ Li
𝑦
Zn, 𝑦 ≦ 1 (3)

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the first, second, and twentieth
charge-discharge curves of the two different samples. As
can be seen, there is a wide steady discharging plateau
around 0.5–1.0 V (versus Li+/Li) for the lithium reaction
with Zn

2
SnO
4
and subsequent metallic Sn or Zn between

0.05–0.5 V. From the second cycle afterward, the potential
plateaus shift upward to 1.0 V gradually and display more
inclined shape. The initial charge and discharge capacity
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Figure 3: The discharge-charge profiles of (a) bare and (b) carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
. The cycling performance of (c) bare and (d) carbon-

coated Zn
2
SnO
4
electrodes in a voltage range of 0.05–3.0 versus Li+/Li at current density of 200 mA/g.

is 1215.9mAh/g and 812.1mAh/g for bare Zn
2
SnO
4
and

1248.8mAh/g and 873.2mAh/g for carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
,

respectively. The extra capacity resulted from the formation
of solid electrolyte interphase film and possibly interfacial
lithium storage during the first discharging process [32]. The
initial Coulombic efficiency for the first cycle is 66.79% and
66.92%, which is higher than many corresponding reports.
However, for both materials a large first irreversible capacity
is observed, due to the decomposition of the electrolyte and
the formation of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) [30].

The comparison of cycling stability between bare
Zn
2
SnO
4
and carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
is shown in Figures

3(c) and 3(d). It can be seen that the capacity retain rate
of carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
is obviously better than that of

bare Zn
2
SnO
4
. The charge capacity of bare Zn

2
SnO
4
and

carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
retains 479.7 and 533.2mAh/g after

20 cycles at 200mA/g, which is higher than the theoretical
capacity of graphite. However, the charge capacity of bare
Zn
2
SnO
4
drops rapidly after 30 cycles. For carbon-coated

Zn
2
SnO
4
, the charge capacity fades slowly and a charge

capacity of 341mAh/g can still be retained after 45 cycles
at 200mA/g. The better electrochemical properties of
carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
can be ascribed to the carbon shell.

First, carbon has enough mechanical strength to buffer
volume expansion [33]. Thus, the presence of carbon shell
on the Zn

2
SnO
4
surface would effectively alleviate the

strains caused by the volume variation of Zn
2
SnO
4
and

prevent the disintegration. For carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
, the
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preservation of structure during the Li+ insertion/extraction
processes helps to keep physical contact between the anode
materials and the current collector, leading to better cycling
stability. Second, carbon itself is an electronic conductor
[34], which ensures good electrical contact of Zn

2
SnO
4
with

the current collector and ensures the charge transfer/Li+
transport. Because of uniform and full coating of carbon,
electrons can easily reach all the positions where Li+ ion
intercalation takes place [35]. Thirdly, carbon is a very stable
electroactive anode material for LIBs. The solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) film on carbon surface was reported to
be relatively stable compared with that on bare transition
metal oxides [36]. The stable SEI film will also be useful for
the maintenance of inner Zn

2
SnO
4
structure. Therefore,

all of these advantages contribute to the improved battery
performance for carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
.

4. Conclusions

In summary, dispersive carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
was syn-

thesized by a hydrothermal method using bare Zn
2
SnO
4

as the precursor and glucose as the carbon source. The as-
made electrodes of carbon-coated Zn

2
SnO
4
have shown high

reversible capacity, good cycle stability, and enhanced rate
capability as anode material in LIBs. The carbon introducing
can help prevent crack and pulverization, maintain the
integrity of electrodes, and provide good electric conductiv-
ity, eventually leading to better electrochemical performance
than bare Zn

2
SnO
4
. The good electrochemical performance

of carbon-coated Zn
2
SnO
4
makes it a promising anode

material for LIBs.
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Diluted magnetic semiconductors Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles with different doping concentration (𝑥 = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20)

were successfully synthesized by hydrothermal method.The crystal structure, morphology, and optical and magnetic properties of
the samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM), Raman scattering spectra (Raman), photoluminescence spectra (PL), and the vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM). The experiment results show that all samples synthesized by this method possess hexagonal wurtzite
crystal structure with good crystallization, no other impurity phases are observed, and the morphology of the sample shows the
presence of ellipsoidal nanoparticles. All the Fe3+ successfully substituted for the lattice site of Zn2+ and generates single-phase
Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O. Raman spectra shows that the peak shifts to higher frequency. PL spectra exhibit a slight blue shift and the UV

emission is annihilated with the increase of Fe3+ concentration. Magnetic measurements indicated that Fe-doped ZnO samples
exhibit ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature and the saturationmagnetization is enhanced with the increase of iron doping
content.

1. Introduction

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) are referred to as
nonmagnetic semiconductors in which a small fraction of
host cations are replaced by transition metal or rare-earth
ions, with both spin and charge degrees of freedom in a
single material [1, 2]. In recent years, DMSs have been under
intense research due to their potential applications in spin-
based multifunctional electronic devices, such as ultraviolet
absorbers, optoelectronics, spin field-effect transistors, field-
emission devices, gas sensors, nonvolatile memory devices,
and quantum computer [3–8]. Of all the oxide diluted
magnetic semiconductors, the transition metal (TM) doped
ZnO has been identified as a promising one, because the host
material ZnO is a chemically and thermally stable 𝑛-type
II–VI compound semiconductorwith awide band gap energy
(3.37 eV) and a large exciton binding energy (60meV) [9–11].
During the past years, transition metal doped ZnO has been

doped into the ZnO lattice to modulate the local electronic
structure and cause dramatic changes in their optical and
electromagnetic properties [12–15]. Various methods have
been used to synthesize TM doped ZnO nanoparticles:
some experimental results observed the room temperature
ferromagnetism in ZnO : Fe system, but the experimental
results were contradictory, and the theoretical explanation
about the origin of the magnetism is still not mature [16–20].
However, there are very few reports on themagnetic behavior
of transition metal doped ZnO synthesized using hydrother-
mal method. Thus, in this paper, our aim is to synthesize
Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles with different concentration using

hydrothermal method and to study their structural, optical,
and magnetic properties.

In this paper, diluted magnetic semiconductors
Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles with different doping consistency

(𝑥 = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) were synthesized
by hydrothermal method. And the crystal structure,
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morphology, and optical and magnetic properties of the
samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD),
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Raman
scattering spectra (Raman), photoluminescence spectra
(PL), and the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

2. Experimental

Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O (𝑥 = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) nanopar-

ticles were prepared by hydrothermal method. All mate-
rials were of analytical grade and used without further
purification in this study. In a typical experiment, zinc
acetate (Zn(CH

3
COO)

2
⋅2H
2
O, 99.0%, AR) and ferric nitrate

(Fe(NO
3
)
3
⋅9H
2
O, ≥99.0%, AR) were mixed together accord-

ing to the required amounts of the corresponding chemical
reagents and dissolved into absolute alcohol under magnetic
stirring at room temperature. Then cetyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (CTAB, ≥99.0%, AR) was added to the above
solution; meanwhile, sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ≥96.0%,
AR) was dissolved into absolute ethanol and introduced into
the above solution. After being stirred for 30min, themixture
was transferred into a 45mL Teflon lined stainless steel
autoclave. The hydrothermal synthesis was heated to 180∘C
and maintained for 24 h in an oven and then cooled down
to the room temperature naturally. The obtained products
were washed with distilled water and absolute ethanol several
times and dried at 60∘C for 24 h. Finally, the samples were
obtained.

The crystalline structures of the samples were examined
by a rotating-target X-ray diffractometer (Japan Rigaku
D/Max-2400) equipped with graphite monochromatized
CuK𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 1.54056 Å, 40 kV, 100mA). The samples
were scanned in the angular range from 10 to 90∘ (2𝜃) with
scanning rate 0.005∘/s and step size 0.02∘. The morphology
and microstructure of the samples were observed through
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Japan JEOL JEM
1200EX), the corresponding selected-area electron diffrac-
tion (SAED), and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM, JEM-2010).The chemical composition
of the products was verified by energy dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) at an acceleration voltage of 200 keV in TEM.
Raman spectral measurements at room temperature in the
energy region between 100 and 1500 cm−1 were carried out
using a micro-Raman spectrometer (HR800) with 525 nm
line of He-Ne ion laser as exciting light source. Photolu-
minescence (PL) spectra were performed at 266 nm wave-
length using a PerkinElmer spectrophotometer with a He-
Cd laser as excitation source. Magnetic hysteresis loops were
investigated at room temperature using a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM, Lakeshore 7304) with an applied field
from −12000Oe to 12000Oe.

3. Results and Discussion

The phase purity and crystal structure of the Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O

samples were examined by XRD. Figure 1 shows the typical
XRD patterns of Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O (𝑥 = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and
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Figure 1: XRD patterns of Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles.

0.20) nanoparticles. It is clearly observed from the pattern
that all the diffraction peaks can be well corresponding
to the diffractions of (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103),
(200), (112), (201), and (202) planes of single-phase hexagonal
wurtzite structure with the space group 6

3
mc, respectively.

All the diffraction peaks are in good agreement with the
values of the standard spectrum (JCPDS 01-079-2205). In
addition, there are no traces of impurity or secondary phases
within the detection limit of XRD and there are no obvious
diffraction patterns of Fe species such as Fe, Fe

2
O
3
, and

Fe
3
O
4
in the samples where the doping atomic percentage is

from 1% to 20%. These results indicate that all Fe ions were
incorporated in the lattice of the host crystals, the products
consist of pure phase, and no characteristic peaks can be
found from other impurities.

For Fe-doped ZnO dilute magnetic semiconductors, the
peak position of the dopedZnO samples shifts to lower angles
compared with pure ZnO, and also there is a decrease in
the intensity of peaks with the Fe doping concentration. This
shifting as well as decrease in intensity of the characteristic
peak clearly indicates the successful incorporation of Fe in the
ZnO matrix, which can be attributed to the difference of ion
radius of Zn2+ (0.74 Å) comparing with that of Fe3+ (0.64 Å).
It is indicated that Fe ions occupy the Zn ions sites in the
hexagonal wurtzite structure and no impurity phase appears.

The morphology and microstructure of the samples
were observed through HRTEM. The images of all samples
reveal the presence of randomly distributed ellipsoidal shape
nanoparticles. Figure 2(a) shows the HRTEM image of the
Zn
0.95

Fe
0.05

O; it can be seen that the sample consists of
ellipsoidal shape particles, and well dispersed with smooth
surface and uniform size, the diameter of the nanoparticles
ranges from 10 to 40 nm, with an average diameter approx-
imately 25 nm. The crystalline quality improves since CTAB
promotes the establishment of a net surface charge onto the
nanocrystals preventing their aggregation. Figure 2(b) shows
a typical HRTEM image of Zn

0.95
Fe
0.05

O nanoparticles. The
resolved lattice plane extending through the image confirms
that the particle is crystallized. Figure 2(b) displays the clear
lattice fringes; the interplanar distance is about 0.263 nm,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: HRTEM images of the Zn
0.95

Fe
0.05

O nanoparticles.

which is in good agreement with the d-spacing of (002)
planes of hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure. The value of
lattice spacing is greater than that of pure ZnO (0.26 nm).The
HRTEM analysis is consistent with the XRD results, which
further indicates that all the Fe ions successfully substituted
for the lattice site of Zn2+ in the hexagonal wurtzite structure
and no impurity phase appeared.

In order to determine the elements of the prepared
samples, EDS analysis was performed. Figure 3 shows the
EDS patterns of Zn

0.95
Fe
0.05

O sample. The EDS spectrum
indicates that the as-prepared nanoparticles mainly contain
Fe, Zn, and O three elements. The characteristic peaks of
O appeared at 0.5 keV and the characteristic peaks of Zn
appeared at 1 and 8.7 keV. The characteristic peaks of Cu
appeared at 0.9, 8 and 8.9 keV. The Fe signal at 0.7, 6.4, and
7.1 keV was observed in the Fe-doped ZnO nanoparticles.
Apart from that, the Cu and C peaks in the EDS originate
from the TEM micromesh grid. The EDS results further
verify XRD conclusion; this indicates that Fe-doped ZnO
dilutedmagnetic semiconductorwas successfully synthesized
by hydrothermalmethod and Fe3+ in the sample occupied the
place of Zn2+.

Raman spectra are a versatile technique for detecting
the incorporation of dopants and the resulted defects and
lattice disorder in the host lattice. In order to further confirm
the phase transition and the defect chemistry variation after
Fe-doped ZnO, Raman spectra of the as-prepared products
were measured with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm at
room temperature. Wurtzie structure ZnO as a 𝑛-type II–VI
semiconductor with the space group 6

3
mc, has zone center

optical phononmodes: Γopt = 𝐴1 + 2𝐵1 +𝐸1 + 2𝐸2 [21], where
𝐴
1
, 𝐸
1
, and 𝐸

2
are Raman active and 𝐵

1
is Raman forbidden.

𝐴
1
and 𝐸

1
modes are polar and split into the transverse

optical (TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) phonons, and 𝐸
2

mode consists of twomodes:𝐸
2
high which is associated with

the vibration of oxygen atoms and𝐸
2
low attributed to the Zn

sublattices.
Room temperature Raman spectrum of all the synthe-

sized samples is presented in Figure 4.The spectra reveal that
all themajor peakswhich are the characteristics of vibrational
modes in ZnO exist in all samples. For all the samples, Raman
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Figure 3: EDS patterns of the Zn
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O nanoparticles.
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peak at 332 cm−1 is attributed to the second order Raman
mode arising from zone boundary phonons 𝐸

2
high-𝐸

2
low,

the peak at 381 cm−1 is assigned to the fundamental optical
mode 𝐴

1
TO, and the peak at 444 cm−1 is the 𝐸

2
high mode,

whereas peak at about 478 cm−1 is thought as originated
from two phonon process, which correspond to 𝐴

1
TO + 𝐸

2

low mode. Moreover, for the Zn
0.99

Fe
0.01

O and Zn
0.95

Fe
0.05

O
samples, a broad hump at 574 cm−1 is𝐴

1
LO symmetrymodes

[11, 22, 23]. And for the Zn
0.90

Fe
0.10

O and Zn
0.80

Fe
0.20

O
samples, a broad peak centered at 640 cm−1 is related to
intrinsic host-lattice defects after doping and it is also a
powerful evidence to prove Fe3+occupation at Zn2+ sites in
the ZnO lattice [24, 25]. Besides, with increasing the content
of Fe3+ doping in the samples, there is shift in all peaks
towards higher frequency region, broaden asymmetrically
and weakened peak intensity. This shift can be due to strain,
phonon confinement by boundaries, and the force constant
changes caused by the less defects or impurities.

In these modes, the 𝐸
2
high peak in all the samples

is attributed to the standard mode in wurtzite structure,
which indicates that Fe-doped ZnO nanoparticles keep a
good hexagonal ZnO structure. Moreover, 𝐸

2
high mode is

very sensitive to the stress in the crystal [24]. From Figure 4,
the peaks at 444 cm−1 of 𝐸

2
high mode are lowered in the

intensity with themore Fe content, which due to the radius of
Fe3+ (0.063 nm) smaller than radius of Zn2+ (0.074 nm), and
after being dopedwith Fe3+, it can cause the lattice expansion,
defects, and the stress increase [26].

Figure 5 depicts PL spectra of Fe-doped ZnO nanoparti-
cles at room temperature. For comparison, PL spectrum of
undoped ZnO sample is also given. The pure ZnO sample
contains six main emission peaks, including three obvious
broad bands centered at 390, 440, and 490 nm and three
comparatively weak emission peaks at 420, 460, and 525 nm,
respectively. The 1% sample exhibits similar emission to pure
ZnO. This illustrates that the Zn

0.99
Fe
0.01

O sample displays
nearly the same structure of pure ZnO. But the emission peak
position of doped sample exhibits a slight blue shift with the
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Figure 6:Themagnetic hysteresis loops of the Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
Onanopar-

ticles.

increase of Fe3+ concentration, and this is attributed to defects
or the oxygen vacancies in ZnO induced by Fe3+ doping.
In addition, the visible light (VL) emission band is also
suppressed with the increase of the Fe3+ concentration. The
strong ultraviolet (UV) emission band at 390 nm (3.18 eV)
and theweak violet emission peak located at 420 nm (2.95 eV)
originate from excitonic recombination corresponding to
the near-band-edge emission (NBE) of wide band gap of
ZnO, because of the quantum confinement effect [27]. The
strong blue emission bands centered at 440 nm (2.8 eV)
and the weak blue emission peak at 460 nm (2.69 eV) are
attributed to the transitions between the shallow donor levels
of the interstitial Zn to the top of the valence band [14] or
the transitions between shallow acceptor levels of oxygen
vacancies and shallow donor levels of zinc vacancy [28]. The
blue-green bands centered at 490 nm (2.55 eV) for samples
are ascribed to the transition between the deep donor level
of oxygen vacancy, which is close to the bottom of the
conduction band of about 0.8∼0.9 eV, to the valence band
[28, 29]. The weak green emission peak at 525 nm (2.36 eV)
is possibly assigned to positively charged electron transition
and surface trapsmediated by defects in the band gap [30]. PL
spectrum analysis further illustrates that Fe ions are probably
incorporated into the ZnO host matrix in the doped ZnO
sample.

The related PL intensity of doped sample decreases
rapidly with the increase of Fe doping concentration com-
pared with undoped ZnO, and the emission peak position
intensity of 20% Fe-doped ZnO sample was annihilated; this
is because the photogenerated electrons preferentially occupy
the Fe ion induced trap centers, resulting in the quenching of
luminescence [14].

Figure 6 shows the magnetic hysteresis (M–H) loops
of the Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles with different doping con-

sistency (𝑥 = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) measured at
room temperature. The magnetic hysteresis loops of ZnO
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and lower dopedZnO (𝑥 = 0.01 and 0.05) samples pass origin
of coordinates, and the remanent magnetization (Mr), and
coercivity (Hc) are zero. It suggests that these samples show
paramagnetic behaviors at room temperature. While the
higher doped ZnO (𝑥 = 0.10 and 0.20) samples exhibit obvi-
ous ferromagnetic behaviors. The saturation magnetization
values are 0.74 emu/g and 1.74 emu/g and the coercive force
values are 90Oe and 78Oe, respectively, for ZnO (𝑥 = 0.10
and 0.20). It is evident from Figure 6 that a transition from
the paramagnetic state to the ferromagnetism state occurs.
The saturation magnetization of Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles

increases with the increasing of Fe doping concentration
compared with pure ZnO.

The room temperature ferromagnetism of the Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O

nanoparticles could arise from two possible sources. One is
extrinsic magnetism and the other is intrinsic magnetism.
Extrinsic source includes the formation of clusters of tran-
sition elements or secondary phase. Exchange interactions
come under intrinsic source of magnetism. But the XRD
results of the Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles suggest no traces of

impurity or secondary phases (these parasitic phases include
the Fe clusters and any other phases like Fe

2
O
3
, Fe
3
O
4
, etc.).

Thus, the possibility of ferromagnetism due to the clusters
of transition elements or secondary phases in the samples
could be ruled out. Hence, the obtained ferromagnetism is an
intrinsic magnetic property of the Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles.

It is evident from the XRD analysis that Fe is incorporated
into the ZnO lattice. In view of the Fe3+ ions substituted
into ZnO lattice, the origin of magnetism in the samples
is due to the exchange interaction between local spin-
polarized electrons (such as the electrons of Fe3+ ions) and
the conductive electrons. Such interaction can lead to the
spin polarization of conductive electrons. Consequently, the
spin-polarized conductive electrons undergo an exchange
interaction with local spin-polarized electrons of Fe3+ ions.
Thus, after a successive long-range exchange interaction,
almost all Fe3+ ions exhibit the same spin direction, resulting
in the ferromagnetism of the material [31].

4. Conclusions

(1) Diluted magnetic semiconductors Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O

nanoparticles with different concentration (𝑥 = 0,
0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) have been synthesized
by hydrothermal method. The samples possess
hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure with good
crystallization, no other impurity phase appeared,
and the morphology of samples is ellipsoidal shape
nanoparticles with good dispersion.

(2) All the Fe3+ successfully substituted for the lattice
site of Zn2+ and generates single-phase Zn

1−𝑥
Fe
𝑥
O.

The Raman spectra of the Zn
1−𝑥

Fe
𝑥
O nanoparticles

occurs red shift, and the UV emission of photolumi-
nescence spectra is annihilated with the increase of
Fe3+ concentration. The ferromagnetic behaviors are
found for all doped samples at room temperature.
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Copper oxide (CuO) films directly grown on Ti substrate have been successfully prepared via a hydrothermal method and used to
construct an amperometric nonenzymatic glucose sensor. XRDand SEMwere used to characterize the samples.The electrochemical
performances of the electrode for detection of glucose were investigated by cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry.The CuO
films based glucose sensors exhibit enhanced electrocatalytic properties which show very high sensitivity (726.9𝜇AmM−1 cm−2),
low detection limit (2𝜇M), and fast response (2 s). In addition, reproducibility and long-term stability have been observed. Low
cost, convenience, and biocompatibility make the CuO films directly grown on Ti substrate electrodes a promising platform for
amperometric nonenzymatic glucose sensor.

1. Introduction

Reliable and fast determination of glucose is important in
areas such as clinical diagnostics [1], biotechnology [2], and
environmental and food chemistry [3], so the development
of electrochemical glucose sensors has received continuous
interest. Glucose oxidase (GOx) has been widely used to
construct various amperometric biosensors for glucose detec-
tion due to its high sensitivity and selectivity to glucose
[4]. However, GOx-based biosensors suffer from problems
because of the disadvantages of the enzyme-modified elec-
trodes, such as instability, high cost, complicated immobi-
lization process, the requirement of low temperature storage,
and their PH and toxic environment [5–8]. To resolve
this problem, many attempts have been made to develop
nonenzymatic glucose sensors in recent years. For example,
the direct electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose on electrodes
modified with metal nanoparticles has been explored in the
development of nonenzymatic glucose sensors because it
shows good performances through increasing the surface
area and enhancing the mass transport and catalysis [9–
14]. However, metallic nanoparticles based electrodes usually
suffer from the stable problems [15] or high cost [16], which
hinders their practical applications. Hence, it is important

to develop a fast, sensitive, highly selective, stable, and
inexpensive nonenzymatic glucose sensor. In contrast, metal
oxides based glucose sensors have been widely investigated
for nonenzymatic detecting due to their good stability and
low cost.

CuO, as a 𝑝-type semiconductor with a narrow band gap
of 1.2 eV, has been widely studied because of its numerous
applications in catalysis, gas sensors, lithium-ion battery, and
field transistors [17–20]. Meanwhile, nanostructured CuO is
a very economic functional material which is promising in
the development of nonenzymatic glucose sensors because of
its highly specific surface area, good electrochemical activity,
and the possibility of promoting electron transfer reactions
at a lower overpotential [21]. It is well known that the
microstructures (crystal size, aspect ratio, density, etc.) and
morphologies of metal oxide nanoparticles play a determin-
ing role for the activity, selectivity, and stability in a catalytic
process. Thus, a variety of CuO nanomaterials with different
morphologies including nanowires [22], nanospheres [23],
nanosheets [24], and flower-like nanostructures [25] have
been synthesized in order to achieve enhanced performance
for themonitoring and detection of glucose. In comparison to
nanostructures, structured CuO films could avoid the draw-
backs of complex fabrication processed, harsh modification
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conditions for electrodes, expensive glassy carbon electrode,
and possible decline of electron transfer rate between isolated
nanostructures and electrodes. Recently, CuOnanostructures
(nanosheets [26], nanobelts [27], and nanowalls [28]) on Cu
foils directly applied for glucose sensing have been explored.
To the best of our knowledge, CuO grown directly on electric
and biocompatible substrate, which acts as electrode for
detection of glucose have been rarely reported. Here, we
design a new CuO film on Ti substrate (CuO/Ti) electrode by
effectively taking advantage of the conductivity and biocom-
patibility of the substrate. The CuO/Ti electrode, fabricated
simply by a template-free hydrothermal method, can be an
inexpensive and high-performance alternative to conven-
tional CuO electrodes for use in biosensors. There is no need
to use extra binders or other classical electrodes such as glassy
carbon and Au electrode. We investigated the application of
this new electrode for glucose determination. In addition, we
demonstrated that the fabricated glucose biosensor exhibited
high sensitivity, fast response, an appropriate linear range,
and good stability. The good analytical performance, low
cost, and one-step preparation method make this electrode
material promising for the development of a nonenzymatic
glucose sensor.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Reagents and Materials. Cu(NO
3
)
2
⋅3H
2
O, NaOH, urea,

and glucose are purchased from Shanghai Chemical Co.
(China). All chemicals used are analytical grade and are
used as received without further purification. The titanium
foil is of 99% purity. Glucose solution containing various
concentrations is freshly prepared daily. All aqueous solutions
are prepared in distilled water.

2.2. Preparation of CuO Films on Ti Substrate Electrodes.
In a typical process, 1mmol Cu(NO

3
)
2
⋅3H
2
O and 10mmol

urea were dissolved in 80mL distilled water to form a blue
transparent solution. Then, the solution was transferred into
a Teflon-lined autoclave (a piece of Ti substrate washed by
hydrofluoric acid/water was placed upright in the autoclave).
After that, the autoclave was placed in an electric oven at
120∘C for 12 h. Lastly, the substrate was washed with distilled
water and dried at room temperature. In this way, CuO films
could be fabricated on the Ti substrate by a simple method
with low cost. This opened up the possibility of large-scale
preparation of the novel probe which can be applied as the
electrode for a glucose sensor.

2.3. Sample Characterizations and Electrochemical Test. The
film was characterized using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD,
Y-2000) with Cu K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418 Å) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-6700F). All electrochemical
measurements were performed on a CHI 660C electro-
chemical workstation (Shanghai, China) with a conventional
three-electrode system composed of a platinum auxiliary,
a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) reference, and CuO
films grown on Ti substrate as working electrodes. All
electrochemical experiments were performed in 0.1MNaOH

solutions under continuous stirring at room temperature.
Glucose concentration was controlled by addition as desired.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology and Structure of Obtained Sample. XRD
pattern of the as-obtained sample is displayed in Figure 1(a).
Except for the peaks originating from the Ti substrate, others
are the peaks of monoclinic phase of CuO (JCPDS number
89-5899) with lattice constants of 𝑎 = 0.469 nm, 𝑏 =
0.342 nm, and 𝑐 = 0.513 nm. The major sharp peaks at
35.5∘ and 38.7∘ are attributable to the (002) and (200) plane,
respectively, indicating pure phase monoclinic crystallites.
Figure 1(b) illustrates a typical optical image of CuO film
grown on Ti substrate. As it is obvious from the image, the
prepared CuO film is uniform on Ti substrate on a large
scale. The typical morphology of the as-obtained CuO film,
as observed by SEM, is illustrated in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) at
different magnifications. Figure 1(c) is the low-magnification
SEM image. It can be seen that the substrate is absolutely
covered by uniform maize cob-like CuO nanostructures.
From Figure 1(d), it is displayed that maize cob-like nanos-
tructure is composed of many small nanoparticles, which has
the potential to provide large surface area and high surface
energy for catalytic reaction. The mechanism for the direct
growth of CuO film on Ti substrate could be ascribed to the
uniform roughness of etched Ti substrate surface. Roughness
of substrate surface is especially valuable to the reduction of
binding energy between seeds and substrate [29]. Therefore,
it is more convenient for the nucleation and adhesion of seeds
to be done on rough surface than on smooth surface.

3.2. Electrochemical Activities. The electrocatalytic activity
of the CuO/Ti electrode towards the oxidation of glucose
in alkaline solution was demonstrated by voltammograms
(CVs). The CVs of the CuO/Ti electrode were conducted in
0.1M NaOH solution in the presence and absence of glucose,
respectively, at a scan rate of 100mV/s.

As shown in Figure 2, only small background current
and no peak are observed for the pure Ti electrode, while
a dramatic increase of current signal with a wave potential
of about +0.58V is observed when the CuO/Ti electrode
is used, which should correspond to a Cu(II)/Cu(III) redox
couple. This result is similar to precious reports [30, 31]. This
indicates that CuO nanostructures have greatly improved
the performance of the electrode and increased the elec-
trocatalytic ability towards glucose oxidation, which may
be attributed to their large surface, high surface energy,
and enhanced electron transfer ability [23]. The good elec-
trochemical ability and easy fabrication method make the
as-obtained CuO/Ti electrode an excellent electrochemical
sensing platform for glucose detection. Figure 3(a) displays a
typical amperometric response curve of theCuO/Ti electrode
to the successive addition of glucose at an applied potential
of +0.58V in 0.1M NaOH recorded at an interval of 50 s. A
well-defined, stable, and fast amperometric response could be
observedwith successive addition of glucose toNaOH.As the
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Figure 1: (a) XRD pattern of Ti substrate, CuO film on Ti substrate, and CuO powder, (b) optical image, (c) low-magnification, and (d)
high-magnification SEM images of as-prepared CuO film on Ti substrate.
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Figure 2: Cyclic voltammograms of CuO film electrode in absence
and presence of glucose in 0.1M NaOH solution at a scan rate of
100mV/s.

glucose was injected, the biosensor yields a typical steady-
state amperometric response. The average time required to
reach the stable response is less than 2 s, demonstrating a fast

current response to glucose. Meanwhile, as can be seen from
Figure 3(b), the CuO/Ti electrode gives a linear dependence
range from 5 𝜇M to 1.6mM of glucose, a remarkably high
sensitivity of 726.9 𝜇AmM−1 cm−2, and a low detection limit
of 2𝜇M.

Although the direct electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose
at copper-based electrode remains ambiguous till now, the
Cu2+/Cu3+ redox couple is considered to be playing an
important role for carbohydrate oxidation because it has
been reported to be strongly dependent upon the hydroxide
concentration. Hydroxyl radicals are probably formed in the
OH oxidation at Cu(III) catalytic centre during the potential
window, which react with the organic molecules through
the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the carbon in a
position with respect to –OH group [32]. Large surface area
and strong electron transfer rate from electrode to glucose are
two commonly important issues responsible for the excellent
sensing properties of nonenzymatic glucose sensors. As for
as-obtained CuO/Ti electrode, more accessible reaction sites
provided by the high-density nanoscale “maize cob-like”
CuO building units may generate more Cu(III) species for
the adsorption and reaction of glucose molecules, while
abundant spacing among the maize-like building units may
facilitate the fast diffusion of glucose molecules. In addition,
more electron transfer passages and lower charge transfer
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Figure 3: (a) Amperometric responses of the CuO film electrode to successive addition of glucose at applied potential of +0.58V in 0.1M
NaOH; (b) the calibration curve for the amperometric responses of CuO film electrode. Inset of (a) displays the response to 2𝜇M and 10 𝜇m
glucose of the CuO film electrode.

resistance for hierarchical CuO micro/nanostructures can
promote the shuttle of electron between glucose and the
working electrode. In a way, in situ fabrication of maize cob-
like CuO on Ti substrate may further ensure the direct and
fast electron transfer between electrode and electrolyte.

The long-term stability of glucose sensor is a critical
factor in practical detection application. The reproducibility
and stability of the as-obtained sensor were evaluated by
the comparison of the sensitivity of different electrodes. Six
different electrodes were made under the same fabrication
condition and their current responses to glucose at +0.58V
were investigated. The relative standard deviation (RSD) is
3.5%, which shows highly reproducible. Thirty successive
measurements of glucose on one electrode yield an RSD of
4.1%, demonstrating that the sensor is stable. It indicates
that the glucose sensor based on CuO/Ti electrode has good
reproductivity and long-term stability. The excellent long-
term storage stability of the electrode can be attributed to the
strong adhesion of CuO/Ti substrate, as well as the chemical
stability of CuO in basic solution.

4. Conclusion

We have successfully synthesized CuO films on the Ti
substrate by a simple, rapid, and reproducible method. For
the first time, we used CuO/Ti as working electrode to detect
glucose which is inexpensive and convenient. The novel
amperometric glucose sensor based on the CuO/Ti electrode
shows high sensitivity, low detection limit, good stability,
reproducibility, and fast response time.TheCuO/Ti electrode
is easily fabricated and afforded an excellent platform for
glucose sensor.
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